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INTELEKTI PUBLISHING FOUNDED IN 1994 IS 
ONE OF THE MOST ACTIVE AND PROMINENT 
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE GEORGIAN CULTURAL, 
EDUCATIONAL AND PUBLISHING REALMS.

SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS FOR GEORGIAN AND 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE SCHOOLS; CLASSIC AND 
MODERN GEORGIAN LITERATURE; WORKS 
OF WORLD LITERATURE AND THE MOST 
IMPORTANT MODERN AUTHORS DISCOVERED 
FOR THE FIRST TIME BY GEORGIAN READERS; 
DIARIES AND NOTES BY WELL-KNOWN 
AUTHORS – THESE ARE THE THEMES AND 
PROJECTS ACTIVELY PURSUED BY INTELEKTI 
PUBLISHING FOR MORE TWENTY YEARS.

INTELEKTI PUBLISHING INTRODUCES MODERN 
GEORGIAN AUTHORS TO INTERNATIONAL 
BOOK MARKETS AND ALONG WITH FOREIGN 
PUBLISHING HOUSES, FACILITATES THE 
PUBLICATION AND POPULARIZATION OF THEIR 
BOOKS IN VARIOUS DIFFERENT LANGUAGES 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.



NOVEL
SHORT 
STORIES 
NON-FICTION
POETRY



Born in 1980, is a Georgian writer, scriptwriter and 
journalist. She graduated from the Shota Rustaveli 
State University of Film and Theatre (faculty of Cinema-
Journalism). In 1998 she published the first volume of 
her short story collection Unanimously, at the age of 
18. Since then she has written a number of film scripts 
and plays. Nestan Kvinikadze has also published 
several collections of prose, and three novels. Since 
2006 she has been editor-in-chief of a monthly bilingual 
(Georgian-English) magazine Focus. Her essays and 
articles are regularly published in the popular magazine 
Anabechdi. In 2012 an extract from her novel Techno 
of Jaguars was translated into German and included 
in the anthology of contemporary Georgian women 
authors, Techno der Jaguare published by Frankfurter 
Verlagsanstalt. The title of the anthology was that 

of Kvinikadze’s novel. Currently she works as the 
producer of a daily talk show The Other Noon on the 
TV channel Rustavi 2 and also edits the Tbilisi cultural 
guide Tbilisi Out.

• 38, 44, Intelekti Publishing, 2019
• Techno der Jaguare: Neue Erzählerinnen aus 
Georgien, Frankfurter Verlagsanstalt, 2013
• Techno of Jaguars, Nestan Kvinikadze Publishing, 
2008
• Herself, Nestan Kvinikadze Publishing, 2005 
• Nightingales of Isfahan, Arete Publishing, 2004 
• Singing Fountains, Georgian Book Publishing, 2003
• Amargi, Saari Publishing, 2001 
• Unanimously, 1999
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Tbilisi, from the end of the 1990s to the start of 
the 2000s.
Lekso is studying cinematography, Maia - 
dentistry.

Lekso plays at being a dissident, while Maia earns 
money by applying makeup to the faces of dead women.
In Lekso’s imaginary world, a human rights protection 
initiative is set up. The exiled National Liberation Front 
grows in strength, and the battle begins.
Maia, in order to overcome her fear of touching the 
dead, makes up stories for her corpses. In this way, she 
creates The Portrait of the Dwarf Seamstress, The Tale 
of the Kutaisi Thief’s Wife, and The Story of the Woman 
who was Released from Prison. We learn about the 
newspaper archives of the “Battle for Tobacco”.
Maia turns up in Lekso’s game, and we, the readers, 
follow two parallel lines: reality, where students watch 
films through clouds of cigarette smoke, get to know 
each others’ bodies, explore their sexuality, hear 
stories about injuries sustained during treatment in 
Bishkek, assess dental health conditions among the 
population of Georgia, and take care of their parents 
and grandparents; and the imaginary dissident 
game, filled with plans for the dissemination of 
proclamations, surveillance and arrest, rumours about 
psychiatric hospitals, searches, round-ups, numerous 
demonstrations, and bloodshed.
Although the text is lightened with humour, the events 
portrayed therein play out on a background just as hard 
as the reality of the time in which they take place. In 
a country devoid of both electric power and border 
guards, the young have nothing to call their own. 
Nothing except big dreams, hence the game. The game, 
however, never ends in the same way and at the same 
time as the players imagine it will, all the more so at 
a time when the fictional world is becoming almost 
indistinguishable from reality.
“38, 44” is a book about our trauma, our exhaustion, 
our suffering, our defeat and, just maybe, since not only 
the living but also the dead yearn for love, our survival.
The novel describes events that occurred in reality. 
Moreover, various archival materials, including 
documents preserved in the archives of the Ministry 
of the Interior, have been adapted for use therein. The 
novel is a work of fiction, however, created entirely by 
the author.
“38, 44” marks the end of Nestan Kvinikadze’s trilogy 
of teenage and post-teenage life, following “The 
Nightingales of Isfahan” and “Jaguar Techno”.

38, 44
Novel. Georgian. 152 pages 
Published: 2019
Rights held: World Rights
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Born in 1939, Besik Kharanauli is an outstanding 
figure and one of the most recognized 
contemporary Georgian poets. 
He graduated from the Philology Department of 
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi University. His first 
poetic works appeared in 1954. He worked in the 
literary magazine Mnatobi and in 1998-2002 was 
the director of the publishing house N akaduli.
He is the author of more than twenty poetic 
collections and two prose books: EPIGRAPHS 
FOR FORGOTTEN DREAMS and SIXTY MOUNTED 
KNIGHTS OR THE BOOK OF HYPERBOLES AND 
METAPHORS. 

His poetry is translated and published in German, 
Dutch, Italian, Czech, Hungarian, Russian, 
Bulgarian and French. In 2010 his long poem THE 
BOOK OF AMBA BESARION was published in 
France.
He has been awarded a number of prestigious 
Georgian literary awards. In 2011 and 2015 he was 
nominated for the NOBEL PRIZE for literature by 
the Georgian government. 
In 2015 he won literary prize SABA for the 
Contribution to the Development of Georgian 
Literature.
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BESIK KHARANAULI, NOW 80 YEARS 
OLD, IS PERHAPS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
CONTEMPORARY GEORGIAN POET.  IN THE 
1970S, WHEN GEORGIAN LITERATURE 
MOSTLY RECOGNIZED ONLY TRADITIONAL 
POETIC FORMS, BESIK KHARANAULI’S 
WORKS DID PROVE REVOLUTIONARY. HIS 
POETRY MANAGED TO ‘LEGALIZE’ AND FULLY 
ESTABLISH BLANK VERSE AS A STANDARD 
POETIC FORM IN GEORGIAN LITERATURE

GEORGIAN POETRY, Pop 
Verlag, Germany, 2015
CONTEMPORARY GEORGIAN 
FICTION, Instituto Tlaxcalteca 
de la Cultura, Mexico, 2015; 

THE BOOK OF AMBA BESARION
Dalkey Archive Press, USA, 2012;
Georgian Friendship Association, 
Turkey, 2015; 
Quidam editeur, 2015

5 POEMS (poems)
J & D Dagyeli Verlag 
GmbH, Germany, 2018

Rights sold to
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“The Big Bacchanal” is another 
strange, mystical book by Besik 
Kharanauli, created on the border 
between two genres, prose and 
poetry.

The text also has its own mythos, however, and 
this mythos, as in the majority of Kharanauli’s 
works, was inspired by Georgian mythology and 
folklore.
The book’s main protagonist, the author himself, 
decides to hold a great feast (and it is this 
celebratory process, this large-scale banquet, that 
the author calls “The Big Bacchanal”) and invites 
numerous guests to the feast from all over the 
Caucasus.
In view of the birthplace of Besik Kharanauli (he is 
from Pshavi, an area stretching over the Caucasus 
mountain range and home to one of Georgia’s 
ethnic minority groups), the Caucasus is for him 
a microcosm of the entire world. Accordingly, 
the guests the author invites come not from one 
specific location but from all over the Earth.
The author sets about choosing a location large 
enough to hold a supra for his myriad guests, but 
due to the topography of the Caucasus, he cannot 
find anywhere sufficiently wide and flat, only 
mountains, ridges, and inaccessible, impregnable 
rocks and gullies. There isn’t enough space for a 
bridal party—it would be difficult even for three 
men to stand in line with their legs apart. 
Paralysed by this train of thought, the author 
hears a comforting voice telling him to hold the 
supra not here, in the realm of the mortal, but in 
the netherworld.
And thus begins his “Journey to the Netherworld” 
in search of a place to hold a great banquet.
His journey is similar to that taken by Dante 
Alighieri, but in this book, everything is much more 
symbolic and metaphorical, with each occurrence 
having its own past rooted in mythology and 
folklore.
“Man can endure anything but the loss of 
paradise.” For the author, this knowledge is 
the most important factor preventing him from 
wavering in his resolve to select a location and 
hold the biggest feast of his life as a guest of the 
netherworld.

THE BIG 
BACCHANAL
Novel. Georgian. 230 pages 
Published: 2019
Rights held: World Rights
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At the supra of the “Big Bacchanal”, where the 
author himself acts as tamada, the Master of 
Ceremonies, and proposes all the most important 
toasts, he recalls numerous characters and 
episodes, some from his own memories and 
others from legends and myths. These characters 
come to life and add to the chatter around the 
banquet table with their exploits. Talking with 
them induces in the author feelings of both 
sadness and happiness. They remind him of his 
failings while also hinting at his worth.
The reader also joins in this sharply intelligent 
feast, full of paradoxes and metaphors, becoming 
an enthusiastic participant. In this carnival of life 
and death, sin and virtue, deception and truth, 
the reader also sees paradise, a mirage of the 
invisible, unknowable world on the other side, 
and together with the author prepares for new 
adventures.
The actual text of “The Big Bacchanal”, meanwhile, 
will provide every reader with an unforgettable 
adventure, for the author has made sure from the 
very first page to order up a feast, not a famine.    



Born in 1961, Irakli Samsonadze is a contemporary 
Georgian writer and playwright. 
In 1983 he graduated from the journalism 
department of the Tbilisi State University.
His first play AT MIDNIGHT was published in the 
magazine Khelovneba (Art) in 1985.
Published books: THE TRIPTICH (plays, 2000); 
SUBURB (short stories, 2003); A TURKEY’S EGG 
(plays, 2010), FROM COMEDY TO TRAGEDY WITH 
AN ABSURD TICKET (plays, 2013), FRIGHTENED 
STREET (short stories, 2013), A FUNERAL WAKE 
IN THE WIND (Story, 2016);
Intelekti Publishing published Irakli Samsonadze’s 
trilogy of novels: LEAH’S TIME (2010), A CUSHION 
(2012), DARINDA THE CLOUD (2012).

About 15 plays by Irakli Samsonadze were staged 
in all the operating theaters in Georgia.
Awards: STATE PRIZE in literature (the collection 
of plays THE TRIPTICH, 2001)
The literary prize KVALI (for the short novel A 
CUSHION, 2002).
The literary prize SABA for the monopoly GRANNY 
MARIAM, or a Traditional Georgian Festive Table 
(2003).
The first prize of the competition of Mikheil 
Tumanishvili foundation A NEW GEORGIAN PLAY 
(for the play A CLINICAL MARRIAGE, 2010).
The literary prize SABA for prose collection 
FRIGHTENED STREET (2013)
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In Irakli Samsonadze’s new novel, two strange 
performances play out alongside each other at a 
thirty-year interval.
The first takes places at a restaurant in Kutaisi. The 

year is 1988, and the collapse of the Soviet Empire is 
still inconceivable, not least to the group of childhood 
friends who are gathered around the table. Their host, 
known by his nickname Trulaila, is holding a feast, a 
traditional Georgian kelekhi, to mark his own damned 
death. The friends laugh and joke—this is not the type 
of kelekhi they are used to. It’s an adventure that will be 
remembered for a long time to come, an event to arouse 
smiles. Librarian Lamarie is chosen to be master of 
ceremonies, tamada. Lamarie is a woman but was 
anointed “one of the lads” by Trulaila in childhood. The 
jokey atmosphere gradually changes as Lamarie brings 
in with her a cold wind and some sharp truths.
The second narrative takes place in today’s Georgia 
and tells us the story of a menopausal actress. It is a 
long time since she has been offered a role, and this 
pains her greatly, leaving her living in a regime of 
expectation. For comparatively long periods in her 
life, she has lived with three different men—an actor, 
a director, and a playwright. Dea has one final passion, 
one that she keeps hidden: she is a kleptomaniac. When 
she steals some unimportant, completely useless item, 
she feels a rush of adrenaline, as if transported back 
onto the stage she has missed so much. Then, one day, 
desperate to free herself of her neuroses and fear, she 
hurries off to one of the city’s underground passages 
where market stalls are set up. She is “on the hunt”. 
She wants to steal something, to master her fear, to 
rekindle her passion…   

WAKE /
WEDDING
Novel. Georgian. 284 pages 
Will be published: December, 2019 
Rights held: World Rights

THE CUSHION 
(novel)
Antares Publishing, Armenia, 
2014;
Palombi & Partner S.r.l., Italy, 
2015

RAVEN COLORED AND 
ASHEN COLORED HAIR 
(short story) 
Modern Georgian Short 
Stories, Gece Kitaplığı, 
Turkey, 2015;
Modern Georgian Prose 
Anthology, 
ADK Publishing, 
Azerbaijan, 2015

FRIGHTENED STREET
(short story) 
Georgian Short Story Anthology, 
Kalem Agency, Turkey, 2017

THEGARDEN OF 
POULTRY-BREEDER 
GABRIEL 
(short story), Modern 
Georgian Prose Anthology, 
LTI Korea, Korea 2018

Rights sold to
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ირაკლი სამსონაძის ტრილოგია სამ დამოუკიდებელ, მაგ

რამ პერსონაჟებითა და სიუჟეტური ხაზით ერთმანეთთან 

დაკავშირებულ ნაწარმოებს აერთიანებს. 

„ყურთბალიში“ გასული საუკუნის 90-იან წლებზე 

მოგვითხრობს, როცა „სიღატაკით გალახულ“ 

ქვეყანაში დუღს და გადმოდუღს „გაჩინოვნიკებულ-

გაქორვაჭრებული“ ცხოვრება. რომანის მთავარი 

გმირი მწერალია, რომელიც თავს „ყოფილების 

საზოგადოების“ „ღირსეულ“ წევრად მიიჩნევს და 

ბოლომდე ვერც ერთ იდეოლოგიას ვერ ეთვისება, 

რადგან მისი იდეოლოგია ერთი კაცის მრწამსია, 

რომელსაც მხოლოდ სიყვარულმა შეიძლება 

უკარნახოს სხვასთან გაერთიანება.

„ლეას საათი“ ერთი გვარის – ბაგარების სამ სა უკუ-

ნოვანი ისტორიაა. მეფის რუსეთი, 1917 წლის რე-

ვოლუცია, საქართველოს დამოუკიდებლობის სამ-

წლიანი ხანა, საქართველოს ოკუპაცია ბოლ შევი კური 

რუსეთისგან, 1937 წლის სისხლიანი რეპრესიები 

და საბჭოთა საქართველოს, სსრკ-ს დაშლა და 

ხელახლა მოპოვებული დამოუკიდებლობა, პოსტ საბ-

ჭოური საქართველო, სამოქალაქო ომი და ქვეყანაში 

გამეფებული განუკითხაობა – ბაგარები ყველგან 

ჩანან, ყველა სისტემის ერთგულებად რჩებიან, მაგრამ 

მათ გვარს ბედისწერასავით თან სდევს განგებისგან 

გამოტანილი საერთო სასჯელი.

„ღრუბელი, სახელად დარინდა“ მოგვითხრობს 

თორმეტი ერთმანეთის მსგავსი ბიჭის განსხვავებულ 

ამბავს. ისინი დროის ერთ მონაკვეთში შეხვდნენ, 

საღებავით სავსე ქილები შეახალეს მოღალატის 

ძეგლს, შემდეგ კი თითოეულს თავისი ბედი ხვდა 

წილად. თორმეტი ბიჭის ტრაგიკული ამბავი თაობის, 

ზოგადად ეპოქის ტრაგიკულ პანორამას ქმნის...

ინტ
ელ

ექტ
ი

Irakli Samsonadze’s novel covers the last decade of the 20th 
century, the time when bureaucracy and profiteering boomed in 
poverty-stricken Georgia. 

THE CUSHION narrates about the people and the country buried 
under the empire ruins. The novel describes a whole range of 
human emotions, recalls numerous significant events of the recent 
past, all told following the flow of life. 
The novel’s hero, a writer, has a wife, Ketino, and a boy. He also has 
a friend called Vakho, a drug addict with whom he intends to set up 
a business, which is to keep himself and his family going. Things 
are bad in the land: destitution, no electricity, recent war, aggressors 
and refugees. 
Meanwhile, Vakho proposes a lucrative idea: they should sell a 
kidney each. The writer becomes obsessed with the idea. They 
contact the crippled Nana who is in the business. Nana explains to 
them if they agree, their kidneys will be sent to Moscow laboratory 
and they will be paid 5.000 dollars each. But the deal turns out to be 
impossible and they keep their kidneys. Vakho’s next idea is linked 
to the pre-election period: he suggests the writer should join a party. 
The party is interested in the writer as a personality. Here too, the 
writer fails to feel at ease. The project fails. The writer periodically 
tries to summon up the strength to write a story about a cushion 
which his mother gave his son as a gift. Original in its form, the 
one-paragraph novel renders the reality of the post-Soviet Georgia 
in a truthful and objective way, without undue embellishments. It is 
regarded as one of the most authentic and reliable piece of fiction 
written about the 1990s.

LEAH’S 
TIME
TRILOGY
Novels. Georgian. 
624 pages 
Published: 2019 
Rights held: World Rights
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LEAH’S 
TIME

Leah’s Time is a saga novel, giving a panoramic view of the 
adventures of a family that emigrated from Hungary, starting 
from the first Bagar who settled in Georgia in the beginning 
of the 19th century. The Bagar family history develops 

against the background of the real events unfolding in Georgia. 
The author traces the family life over two centuries, depicting its 
representatives in diversified situations, impelling them to act 
under completely different circumstances. 
There are real historical figures in the novel, such as Akhmed 
Pasha, Khrushchev, Orjonikidze and many others, but the 
narrative focuses around the Bagars. We meet the first Bagar 
in 1800, while the last one lives in Tbilisi in 2000, working as a 
supervisor of the city clearing service. While cleaning up the mass 
after one of the demo rallies, he discovers a corpse behind the 
bushes and, together with his two employees, attempts to hide 
the crime evidence. They take the body to the cemetery on the 
capital’s outskirts to bury. It looks as though the action is genetic 
in its essence, well-rehearsed, because every Bagar over these 
two centuries has taken part in similar secret burial. The Bagars 
have hidden many bodies of those killed by them or others. 
The several hour long scene in the brothel is central to the novel. 
The episode is significant as far as the weird sexual act involving 
one of the Bagars and twelve whores in the Kutaisi brothel 
determines the ensuing plot developments.

DARINDA THE CLOUD is about twelve young boys and 
their very different lives. They met in one point in time 
and history when all of them gathered at the statue of 
the national traitor and threw paint at it. After that brief 

encounter the fate had very different roads in store for them.
The tragic stories of the twelve boys depict the heartbreaking 
destiny of the entire generation. The narrative evokes the allusion 
with the biblical forty years spent in the desert by those who left 
the house of slavery.  

DARINDA 
THE 
CLOUD



Born in 1977 graduated from Journalism and Filmmaking 
Department of the Tbilisi State University. For several 
years she worked at Georgian Television as a feature 
broadcasting director and author. Her first book, the 
short story collection JANUARY RIVER, was published 
in 2005 and the following year was awarded the literature 
prize SABA for the Best Debut of the Year. She has 
participated in various literature projects including 
Goethe Institute, joint literary events with German, 
Italian, Lithuanian, Ukrainian and Azeri colleagues. In 
2009 Teona Dolenjashvili was again awarded highly 
praised Literary Award SABA while in 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2009, 2010, 2012, 2013 and 2014 her different stories 
were included in the 15 Best Short Stories collections. 
In 2010 author’s acclaimed work FIDAI, describing the 
last two hours of a Shahida’s life was nominated for the 
PRIX EUROPE in category the best Radio Drama/Fiction 

in Berlin. Her short stories are translated into German, 
English, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Ukrainian, Lithuanian, 
Slovak and Azeri languages and have been published 
in various literature collections of the above mentioned 
countries.
Published books: JANUARY RIVER (2005), MEMPIS 
(2008), ANIMAL PLANET (2011), ESCAPE (2013), THE 
REAL BEINGS (2014), PERSONAL CRIST (2017)
AWARDS: Literary Award SABA 2009 in category the 
best novel for MEMPHIS; Literary Award SABA 2006 in 
category the best debut for JANUARY RIVER; Winner of 
Georgian National Movie Center Competition 2005 for 
the best screenplay FIDAI; Prize 2004 for the best  short 
story  Fidai; Prize 2010 for the best short story  REAL 
BEINGS; International Festival of Radio play. Berlin. Prix 
Europe 2010; Radio play AMINAT FROM THREE TO FIVE. 
Finalist.
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In the novel, the events take their start in the Georgia 
of the 1990s and tell us about a painter girl from 
Tbilisi who is trying to escape abroad from the 
difficulties of her own country, as well as from her 

solitude and lack of love. In Europe, she becomes a 
famous painter, but can hardly find neither her peace, 
nor love. She returns to her home country, in order 
to find a donor for her sick child. Thus, she stumbles 
into an organisation which is profiting from homeless 
children’s organs. She finds herself confronted with 
the most important decision of her life, and at the 
same time, she cracks the mystery of her disappeared 
mother who had vanished without a single trace, while 
her daughter was still a child. In Memphis, the author 
tells about the contemporary crisis of the western 
world, and the role of the own country in the context 
of modern world: Is her country nothing but a donor, a 
still healthy transplant for old Europe, or does she have 
some other, more important mission?

Can memories, feelings, and people be replaced? 
Is it possible to substitute oneself for somebody 
else? Extinguish old mistakes and hurts 
forever and create a new, ideal life? That may 

be the reality of the future, the result of neurolinguistic 
programming and scientific experiments, or maybe it 
is a natural human desire: to give ourselves one more 
chance, to salvage love from indifference, to salvage 
life from death, simply to survive. 
Teona Dolenjashvili’s novel “Substitution” is about 
precisely this dilemma: the choices we make between 
love and hatred, loyalty and deceit, truth and deception, 
human imperfection and perfected humanity. 

MEMPHIS
Novel. Georgian. 256 pages 
Published: 2016 
Rights held: World Rights

SUBSTITUTION
Novel. Georgian. 280 pages 
Published: 2019 
Rights held: World Rights

MEMPIS 
Klak Verlag, 2019.
Il Saggio Publishing, Centro 
Culturale Studi Storici. Italy. 2008

Rights sold to

English complete 
translation available

English Sample 
translation available

SUBSTITUTION
Teona dolenjashvili
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თეონა დოლენჯაშვილის ახალ წიგნში ერთმანეთს 
ენაცვლება ნოსტალგიური, დესტრუქციული და 
აპოკალიფსური მოვლენები და განწყობილებები. 
ოთხი მოთხრობა, რომელსაც ერთი შეხედვით შე
იძლება არაფერი აკავშირებდეს ერთმანეთთან, კი
თხვის პროცესში ერთიან სივრცედ იქცევა, სადაც 
შესაძლოა ყველაფერი მოხდეს, რაც კი ადამიანის 
ცოდვამადლიან ბუნებაში ჩადებულა უხსოვარი 
დროიდან.

სოფლის იდილიის მონატრება, უღმერთობისა და 
პროგრესისგან გასრესილი და გაუკაცურებული გა
რემო; ტერორიზმი და მის წინაშე უძლური უსა
ფრთხოების სამსახურები, რომლებმაც, დამნაშავის 
ძიებაში ხელებდაკაპიწებულებმა, შეიძლება უდანაშა
ულო ადამიანების ცხოვრება დაანგრიონ; სამყაროს 
დასასრულის მოლოდინში დათრგუნული კაცობრიობა 
და ქალი, რომლის ოცნებას – შვილი ჰყავდეს – ქმრის, 
საზოგადოებისა და საკანონმდებლო აქტების დიდი 
წინააღმდეგობა ელოდება.

ეს და სხვა ამბები (და დემონები) შეგხვდებათ თე ონა 
დოლენჯაშვილის ტექსტებში, რომლებსაც მძაფრი სი
უჟეტები და მოულოდნელი ფინალები აქვს.

PERSONAL 
CHRIST
Short stories. Georgian. 184 pages 
Published: 2017 
Rights held: World Rights

PARADISE LOST
This is a story about a village in Georgia that no longer exists, 
remaining only in the childhood memories of the author. The 
author describes the lives of the colourful characters who 
populated the village along with some of the real—and yet often 
unbelievable—things that happened to them. Some of these 
events are happy, others are sad. The author tells of the midwife 
who studied medicine in her dreams, the villagers who fell victim 
to Stalin’s purges, the old man who went off to hunt blackbirds 
and found a cache of hidden treasure buried in the ground by his 
ancestors, and the old woman who came across a book about the 
apocalypse and put her own unique interpretation on the end of 
the world. She tells of a beautiful place, full of myths and rituals, 
destroyed forever by urbanisation.

OBEDIENCE
This is the story of a girl, Nata, who emigrates from Georgia to 
Paris and becomes a keen amateur photographer. She takes a 
series of pictures on the streets of the city and sends them off 
to some French magazines. The Mazarin Library in Paris is hit by 
a major terrorist attack during a book presentation by a famous 
French author, and many people are killed. Nata finds herself 
unexpectedly at the epicentre of these events—unexpectedly 
because the French police identify one of the terrorist suspects 
on one of her photos. Nata is interrogated and tries to explain to 
the police that she has nothing to do with the terrorist attack, but 
events develop with an absurdity that is just as cruel and illogical 
as the terrorist attack itself, and ultimately Nata is imprisoned. The 
confusion in the modern world in the face of existing challenges is 
as fuzzy and jumbled as Nata’s photographs, on which the antihero 
is visible, but nobody can figure out where he came from and why.

English Sample 
translation available
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MESKHI VS. MESKHI
This text is based on a real event that occurred recently in Georgia: 
a court case in which a divorced couple fought for the right to 
decide whether an embryo they created in a test-tube should be 
destroyed or brought to life. Meskhi vs. Meskhi is the story of this 
couple. Marika, the story’s main protagonist, wants to give life to 
the child, while Irakli, her ex-husband, wants the frozen embryo 
stored in the test-tube to be thawed out and discarded. Irakli 
already has a new wife, Tatia, who is pregnant with a child she and 
Irakli conceived naturally, something he waited for in vain over the 
years of his marriage to Marika.
Marika is all alone in the fight. She faces opposition from social 
attitudes, the church, and even her own friends and parents, all 
of whom believe that a child conceived in a test-tube and carried 
in the womb of a surrogate mother is something alien, something 
weird and improper, and that human beings should multiply only 
according to the laws of nature. Despite this fierce resistance, 
however, Marika wins her court case.
Irakli, having been defeated in court, considers the fact that a 
child of his will be born against his wishes to be an infringement 
of his rights, and so he turns to underhand means, seeking out 
acquaintances in the legislative organs and persuading them to 
change the laws on surrogacy and reduce the age limits on IVF 
treatment. As a result of these new laws, Marika, who is already 
forty-two, is prohibited from becoming a mother. The future child 
frozen in the test-tube is thawed out and Irakli is jubilant, but his 
joy is premature. Tatia is involved in a serious traffic accident and 
due to her injuries loses both the baby and the ability to have 
children in the future. Irakli, meanwhile, is forty-four years old and, 
in accordance with the law he himself had a hand in changing, is 
no longer permitted to father a child through IVF.
This is a particularly important and painful issue for Georgian 
society, and indeed the story mentions several sacred locations 
where childless couples go to pray. In Georgia, women who are 
not mothers are considered incomplete, while families with no 
children running around are assumed to be unhappy. This makes 
Marika an ambiguous character, battling against the constraints 
of society on the one hand while submitting to them on the other.

PERSONAL CHRIST
This story is about a businessman who visits a mysterious guest 
in a hotel while on a business trip to London. The guest is the 
businessman’s own personal Christ, who talks to him about the 
life he has led thus far, as well as his present and future.       



Born in 1957, Zurab Karumidze graduated in English 
from Tbilisi State University and was awarded a PhD in 
1984 for a dissertation on Wit and Conceit in the Poetry 
of John Donne. He worked for years as a research 
associate for the Centre of XX Century Literary Studies 
at Tbilisi State University. In 1994-95 he spent a period 
at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee as a visiting 
Fulbright Scholar, studying post-modernist American 
meta-fiction. Two of his short stories were published in 
the US (Clockwatch Review, Bloomington, IL, 1996). His 
publications include a collection of short stories OPERA, 
novels THE WINE-DARK SEA; OF GOATS AND MEN and 
DAGNY OR A LOVE FEAST, a novel written in English, 
which was longlisted for the Dublin International 
Literary Award in 2012 and later published by Dalkey 
Archive Press in the US. Zurab Karumidze has also 
written two highly acclaimed novels: Caucasian Foxtrot 
and Jazzmine, which gained instant success among 

Georgian readers. His novella BASHI-ACHUK OR MOBY 
DICK about prison abuses in Georgia came out in 2013. 
He co-edited (with James Wertsch) the book Enough: 
Rose Revolution in the Republic of Georgia 2003 (Nova 
Science Publishers, New York, 2005). He also compiled 
and edited the book In Search of Lost Space: Politics of 
Culture in Post-Soviet Georgia (2010), and a collection 
of essays in English Georgia’s European Ways: Political 
and Cultural Perspectives (2015). His book on the history 
of jazz music, THE LIFE OF JAZZ, came out in 2009 and 
won Georgia’s top Literary Award SABA. For several 
years he has been an international fellow of the Centre 
for Humanities at the Washington University in St. Louis. 
He has also worked for the International Foundation for 
Sustainable Development, and Open Society – Georgia 
Foundation. Currently he is a foreign policy adviser to 
the Government of Georgia. Karumidze’s works have 
been translated into English, German and Turkish.
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This short novel was inspired by the fusion of two 
great books: Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra 
and Lewis Carrol’s Alice in Wonderland.
The central character, a Non-Superman named 

Zerotusthra, a.k.a – Zero, is traveling through several 
European capitals: Brussels, Rome, Paris, London, 
Stockholm and Berlin. His journey is sort of propelled 
by a White Rabbit, with a long black beard, acting like 
a jihadist and exploding his pocket watch as a time 
bomb. These explosions makes the story unfold from 
city to city. 
This is a surrealistic-sentimental journey of an aging 
man through his memories and through European 
culture. He is driven by some “objects of desire,” both 
“clear” and “obscure”.  
But the novel goes beyond his individual memories 
and sentiments and touches upon broader issues. 
Europe is passing through critical times too: migration, 
isolationism, populism, bureaucracy… European 
culture has lost the links with the vibrant, carnivalesque 
culture of its Medieval and Renaissance childhood. Is 
there a place for Georgia in contemporary Europe; is 
Georgian culture close to the European as such; is 
Georgia’s current drive towards Europe a realistic 
venture or the nation is just allured by yet another 
obscure object of desire?
The novel features several European artists, writers, 
politicians and celebrities commenting upon Georgia’s 
European Ways. 
Self-irony, parody and hallucinations mix up in the 
narrative, sided by some Eckhartian and Sufi mysticism. 
Towards the end of the novel, Zerotusthra performs 
a Black Mess in a Berlin restaurant Zum Schwarzen 
Ferkel, sacrificing his desires to the Great Nothing.  

UNTERGANG 
OR JOURNEY 
THROUGH 
EUROPE 
Novel. Georgian. 160 pages 
Published: 2018 
Rights held: World Rights
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One is of the Norwegian poetess and dramatist 
Dagny Juel (1867-1901) – a beautiful, artistic, 
creative woman, whose errant life brings 
her to a totally foreign country, where she 

dies falling victim to deranged male fantasies. DAgny 
Juel was an inspiration to such celebrities as Edward 
munch, August Strindberg, Gustav Vigeland, and was 
the “Queen” of Berlin bohemia in 1890s.
The other story is a phantasmagoric mixture of 
religious mysticism and eroticism, mythic origins 
of arts and politics. It is a play with various cultural 
themes, both primitive and highly developed, traversing 
such extremes as Shamanic Art and Bach’s Art of the 
Fugue, Gnosticism and Modernist esthetics, Magic and 
Linguistics… This mix of themes and ideas is rendered 
in a story of a so called Agape – the Love Feast – a half-
religious half-artistic event..
The topos where the Love Feast interacts/intersects 
with reality is a city of limitless feasting and wine-
crazed discussion – Tiflis.
Some of the characters of the novel are historical – 
the young Joseph Stalin, his terrorist friend Camo, a 
visionary and guru George Gurjieff, a Georgian pose 
Vazha Pshavela, a primitivist Georgian artist Niko 
Pirosmani, August Strindberg, and others. In other 
cases, made-up characters like Gornahor, a raven-
like creature from plant Saturn, are introduced, as 
are several concepts, many adapted from Gurjieff’s 
autobiographical and cosmological writings.

DAGNY OR 
A LOVE 
FEAST
Novel. Georgian. 216 pages 
Published: 2011 
Rights held: World Rights
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The book tells the story of Jazz music, from its 
very origins in the Mississippi Delta, up until 
today. From Buddy Bolden to Wynton Marsalis, 
the lives of major Jazz masters are featured: 

Armstrong, Ellington, Goodman, Parker, Monk, 
Tristano, Davis, Brubeck, Coltrane, Dolphy, Mingus, 
Coleman, Taylor, and many, many more. 
The book describes the major stages in the development 
of Jazz music, from its very origins – Gospel, Spiritual, 
Blues, Ragtime, to Dixieland, Chicago Jazz,  Swing, 
Bop, Cool, Modal, Avant-Gard, Free, Fusion and 
contemporary.
The book is written in a light, literary manner, also 
suggesting some parallels between the Jazz music and 
other musical and cultural forms. 
Life of Jazz won Georgia’s top literary award SABA in 
2010. 

LIFE OF JAZZ
Documentary Prose. Georgian. 496 pages 
Published: 2009 
Rights held: World Rights
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Dalkey Archive Press, USA, 2014.
Dedalus Kitap, Turkey, 2015.
Weidle Verlag, Germany, 2017.

Rights sold to



Born in 1939, Gela Charkviani is a Georgian 
diplomat, educator, writer and television 
personality. 
He was born into the family of Candide Charkviani, 
the First Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Georgia, and Tamar Jaoshvili, 
an ophthalmologist.
In 1957 he finished school in Moscow and 
continued to study architecture in the Georgian 
Technical Institute. In 1963 he graduated from Ilia 
Chavchavadze Institute of Foreign Languages. In 
1970 he took a qualification course in Michigan 
University. In 1976-1994 he was the author and 
presenter of the programme Globus (The Globe) of 
the Georgian TV Company.

For many years he lectured in sociology and 
the English language in the Institute of Foreign 
Languages and Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi 
University. In 1992-2003 he was the President’s 
advisor on international issues, in 2005-2006 the 
President’s Aid and Press Secretary. In 2006-2009 
he was the Georgian Ambassador to the United 
Kingdom.
In 2013 Artanuji Publishing published Gela 
Charkviani’s book STALIN’S GEORGIAN 
DIMENSION and in 2016 a book of historical 
memoir genre ELEVEN YEARS BY SHEVY’S SIDE.
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THE HOARY 
MOONS 
OF THE 
FUTURE
Novel. Georgian. 170 pages
Published: 2019
Rights held: World Rightss

In the centre of Gela Charkviani’s novel stands Levan 
Gurchiani, the son of the cultural attaché at the Soviet 
embassy in London. Later, having returned to his 

homeland, Levan joins the Tbilisi elite, marries, and 
moves out of the family home due to strained relations 
between his mother and wife. His mother and father 
die in an accident, after which his parents’ sumptuous 
apartment, located in a grand old building, is taken over 
by his nouveau riche neighbours, while he and his wife, 
Marina, continue living in their standard-issue two-
room apartment with their son and daughter.
The book describes in detail family life over an eight-
year period from 1987 to 1995. During this period, 
tectonic shifts occur in world politics. The attempt 
to humanise the Soviet monster, set in motion by 
Gorbachev’s perestroika reforms, ends in the collapse 
of the communist empire and Georgia’s longed-for 
independence. Levan Gurchiani is a fierce Georgian 
patriot, for whom the independence of his homeland 
and the freedom of Georgian society are values of the 
highest order. His attempts to participate in the national 
movement, however, are unsuccessful. As the child of 
a Soviet diplomat with connections to the KGB, he is 
not trusted.
Politics play a peripheral, background role in the 
novel. Levan and his friend Sandro, the son of a high-
ranking apparatchik on the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party, often discuss politics around the 
table while drinking at supras, and Sandro’s wife, Nata, 
takes an active part in their conversations. Nata is 
strongly pro-Soviet: although she supports the reforms 
in one respect, she is against the dissolution of the 
USSR and independence for Georgia.
The book’s characters differ greatly from each other 
in their attitudes towards the political changes and 
many other questions. One prominent character is 
sharp-tongued sceptic Simon, who is convinced 
that after the 1992 coup d’état, stable democracy will 
never be established in Georgia and politicians will go 
on massacring each other until doomsday. Simon’s 
scepticism extends to everything. When Levan bumps 
into him at an exhibition of the work of a famous artist 
and asks his opinion of the artist, Simon replies, “All 
art should be burned. It’s as false and artificial as an 
erection produced with the aid of an aphrodisiac!”
Another character of note is village girl Tina, who is 
brought to the Gurchianis’ home by a relative as a home 
help. Tina is not even sure which century she is living in, 
but she quickly adjusts to the mores of Tbilisi society. 
She makes effective use of her physical attractiveness, 
befriending policemen and officials and creating a life 
for herself.
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9 A large part of the novel is given over to Levan’s son, 
Giga, and his two friends. They meet almost every day 
on the covered balcony of the Gurchianis’ apartment 
and talk, using the jargon of youth, about higher 
matters, atonal music, and abstractionism. They are 
enthused by Schoenberg and Malevich, they smoke 
marijuana, they visit the homes of fashionable girls and 
stay out late. When the war starts in Abkhazia, however, 
and Abkhaz separatists, aided by Russian forces, 
approach the capital Sokhumi, Giga and his friends 
volunteer for the Georgian army and are killed. Levan 
does not try to dissuade his only son from going to war, 
for he believes that love for the motherland is measured 
in the sacrifices one suffers for it.
The coup and defeat in the war in Abkhazia shake 
Levan’s faith. He can no longer give his lectures at 
the university with the enthusiasm of old, and yet he 
does not give up hope and convinces himself that the 
events of the summer and autumn of 1995, in particular 
the coming into force of Georgia’s new constitution, 
pro-Europeans winning a parliamentary majority, the 
party of government consisting of youthful, educated 
men and women, the election of a president, and the 
adoption of a uniquely Georgian currency, the lari, 
will greatly advance the stability and progress of the 
country.
At a farewell meeting among the friends (Sandro and 
Nata, having obtained Russian citizenship, are planning 
a move to Moscow), Nata stares at Levan for a long time 
and tells him he is looking very thin. Levan has seen the 
changes in himself, and he is suffering intense pain in 
his groin, but he avoids stepping on scales and refuses 
to see a doctor, despite Marina’s insistent requests 
that he do so, preferring to wait and see. When the 
pain becomes unbearable, he is rushed to hospital in 
an ambulance and diagnosed with stage four prostate 
cancer. Marina suspects that subconsciously, her 
husband wants to die. Levan is sent home and his pain 
is suppressed with intravenous morphine. He talks a 
lot. He recalls the early days of his and Marina’s love 
for each other, filled with erotic passion, and many 
other events. After a while, though, he grows quiet, and 
when he starts to speak again, his words send shivers 
up Marina’s spine. It is as if someone else is speaking 
through Levan’s mouth, revealing his most acute, most 
deeply buried secret: “The moon and I are the only 
beings in the universe who know what I am about to 
tell you, and who can count all the sins, deliberate and 
unintended, that will be witnessed by the hoary moons 
of the future?”
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ELEVEN YEARS BY SHEVY’S SIDE by Gela Charkviani 
is a historical memoir. Events that had taken place over 
the course of eleven years when Eduard Shevardnadze, 

having returned from Moscow, ruled Georgia, are described 
in it in chronological order. This period of  history is full of 
dramatic events, separatist wars, terrorist attacks on the 
country’s leading figure, revolts, raids by criminal gangs, 
and thitherto unseen hardship of the people. Despite such 
an unfavorable backdrop, it was precisely then that the 
foundation was laid for the post-Communist transformation 
of Georgia, in which Shevardnadze’s international 
reputation, as one of the architects of the emerging new 
world order played a significant part. Although still an 
unelected, illegitimate leader, he nonetheless received 
serious political support from the West. Germany was 
the first to do so. Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Germany’s 
minister of foreign affairs, visited Tbilisi in 1992. Germany 
was traditionally considered as Georgia’s closest partner, 
whereas after Eduard Shevardnadze, a Georgian, had amply 
contributed to its unification, the sympathies of Germany’s 
political class toward Georgia further increased.
Gela Charkviani was Eduard Shevardnadze’s foreign 
policy adviser and the head of the President’s international 
relations office. He was constantly at President’s side, 
attended all his meetings, and often translated his open 
and confidential conversations with foreign colleagues 
and counterparts. While writing, the author made use of his 
diaries and the detailed records of events he kept between 
the years 1992 and 2003. This makes the factual material 
presented in the book particularly trustworthy and reliable.

This original book is important in many ways. A 
dialogue between two men, father and son, who 
not only belong to different generations, but also 

hold contrasting beliefs and dissimilar sets of values, it 
features issues of epochal significance and sheds light 
on many of them.
The conversations took place in 1989-1992. Already past 
eighty by that time Candide Charkviani was definitely 
the only living person who had been directly involved in, 
and knew first-hand the specifics of relations between 
Stalin’s Kremlin and the Soviet Georgia. He had served 
as First Secretary of the Georgian Communist Party for 
14 years, from 1938 to 1952. In this capacity he regularly 
met Stalin in all kinds of situations – at work, at dacha 
retreats, in family settings as well as at those notorious 
dinner parties Stalin hosted almost every night. 
Candide Charkviani’s validity as a historical source is 
supported by the fact that he was a highly educated 
man and had a good memory until the day he died at the 
age of 88. Also, never a victim of political repressions.
The book contains numerous new facts as well as the 
descriptions of the little-known character traits of the 
two Kremlin Georgians – the leader Joseph Stalin and 
his most effi cient lieutenant Lavrenti Beria. 

ELEVEN 
YEARS BY 
SHEVY’S SIDE
Documentary prose. Georgian. 
290 pages
Published: 2016
Rights held: World Rights

STALIN’S GEORGIAN 
DIMENSION
Documentary Prose. Georgian. 128 pages 
Published: 2013 
Rights held: World Rights 
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STALIN’S GEORGIAN DIMENSION 
(documentary prose) Palombi, Italy, 2015

Rights sold to



Tamar Gegeshidze was born in 1986 in Batumi. In 2003, she entered the 
Faculty of Georgian Philology at Tbilisi State University, and in 2010 she 
was awarded a master’s degree, which was followed by a PhD in 2014.
Over the years, Tamar worked as an editor while also working on and 
creating children’s texts as an author. Eventually, she found a place for 
herself in the teaching profession, and this profession, as well as her 
relationships with children, became her sphere of influence.
Tamar marked her literary debut in 2018 with the children’s novel “Soul-
Bird”, which tells us about the everyday life of a growing boy in today’s 
Georgia and quickly took its place as a favourite among Georgian 
children.
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“Soul-Bird”, the debut novel of successful 
teacher Tamar Gegeshidze, is one of the most 
outstanding contemporary works for young 

people by a Georgian author.

At first, the book’s main protagonist, Luka, appears to 
everyone to be just one more regular eleven-year-old 
boy, but Luka himself is of a different opinion and feels 
we should all get to know him better. One day, Luka and 
his best friends decide to pick out, from among all the 
birds in the sky, their very own bird, the one that fits their 
soul most closely, so that they will each have their own 
Soul-Bird.

The sudden arrival of a new classmate from another 
school, however, disturbs the peace and harmony of the 
Soul-Birds, and they struggle to find tranquillity at home, 
during lessons, and even on each other’s birthdays.

Will the divided classmates find a common language 
once again? Will Luka’s parents, who spend all day at 
work, win back their child’s heart? And will teacher Miss 
Marika, beloved by all, find the strength to repair the 
wings of her crestfallen pupils after so many unhappy 
events? In this new work, part of the After-School Reading 
series, these and many other questions will be answered, 
a process that will serve as a useful experience not only 
for pupils, but also for parents and teachers.

SOUL-BIRD
Novel. Georgian. 156 pages 
Published: 2018 
Rights held: World Rights



Born in 1990, Iva Pezuashvili is contemporary Georgian 
writer and screenwriter. 
In 2011 Iva Pezuashvili graduated from the Feature Film 
Department of Shota Rustaveli Cinema and Theatre 
University.
In 2011 he was the winner of the AUTUMN LEGEND, the 
student literature competition, with his story ALCHU (Lucky 
Toss). In 2012 he made a film BABAZI, based on the story. 
He is the author of several TV documentary films.
He has been publishing his stories in periodicals since 
2012. From 2014 he works on the script for the film series 
TIFLIS. Intelekti published in debut book I TRIED in 2014.
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It is not easy to fall into the abyss. A person falls into the 
abyss only when the many sorrows and constraints arising 
in life weigh her down so heavily that she stops bobbing 

about on the surface and starts to sink.

And if falling into the abyss is not an easy thing to achieve, 
climbing out of the abyss is inconceivably difficult. 
Whatever the unanswered questions, dashed hopes, and 
disappointments that made you start walking towards the 
abyss, once you are on your way to the finish line, your 
worries and cares will increase tenfold, your constraints will 
weigh even more heavily on you, your oxygen supply will run 
out, and you will realise that Tbilisi does not have an abyss; 
the abyss itself is one more Tbilisi.

There are those who spend their entire lives on the surface, 
both physically and spiritually, and there are those who have 
never set eyes on the world above the abyss.

And although in this novel we never learn the name of the 
former, who is also its main protagonist, we frequently hear 
the name of the latter: Katsinka, a princess lost in half-spoken 
truths and almost true lies.

And although the world of our nameless hero is destroyed, 
and his concept of self is shattered, and analysis turns out 
to be a waste of time, and he loses sight of his place in life 
and falls into depression, taking his wife down with him, 
Katsinka has never even had a place in life, nor any great 
insights into her sense of self, nor any considerations for 
her body, which she employs in fornication as a means for 
earning money. What Katsinka does have is a secret which 
she has kept from her parents: a child born out of wedlock, 
over whom she stands, protective as a she-wolf, ready to slay 
any problem that may arise with her wild animal roar and her 
razor-sharp claws. And yet, in her constant protective stance, 
she is unable to see that, having avoided so many pitfalls, she 
is slowly descending into the bottomless abyss.

There are those who have no worry-lines on their brows and 
no morals in their blood, who feed off the secrets of others, 
whose every word is blackmail, and who, having climbed the 
career ladder, wipe their soiled feet on the backs of those they 
have blackmailed before stepping through the final door, and 
their names are legion, and more specifically, their name is 
Aslan.

And Aslan is the guardian of all the narcotics that blossom in 
the Tbilisi abyss and blessed is his name among high-ranking 
police officers. May the Lord protect him and have mercy on 
all the border guards who carry drugs across our borders 
with the power of their faith, the lieutenants and captains, 
the honourable low-ranking detectives, and all the dealers 
and common foot soldiers appointed by Aslan to sell drugs 
in nightclubs. The law is canonical, and with the power of 
the law and prayer, have mercy on the politicians and bless 
Katsinka and the nameless main protagonist of this story. 
Amen.               

THE GOSPEL 
OF THE 
ABYSS
Short Stories. Georgian. 132 pages
Published: 2018
Rights held: World Rights
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“As a rule, the first book is only an introduction 
of a new name and if one remembers the 
author, it’s already an achievement. However, 

it happens that the very first collection ushers in a 
true writer, so when one of his stories, THE SKY, was 
published in our magazine Arili, I immediately sensed 
we were dealing with the instance when a young author 
was to prove he was the one who was here to stay.” 
(Shadiman Shamanadze,writer, playwright)
“He is original, with a good sense of humour”, the jury 
said when giving Iva Pezuashvili the First Prize in the 
student competition. Since then I have been following 
his prose, becoming convinced that every new piece of 
writing was like a step leading upwards, towards the sky 
and soon his story THE SKY was published. He involved 
me in the narration, made me believe it, made me laugh, 
surprised me and then grabbed my heart, blocked my 
breathing... I looked up at the sky, thinking he was great 
to write like this.” (Theona Dolenjashvili,writer)
The book was shortlisted in literary prize SABA for the 
best debut of the year 2015.

I TRIED
Short Stories. Georgian. 174 pages
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rights

TSA
(Short story)
THE BOOK OF TBILISI, 
Georgian Short Story 
Anthology, Comma Press, 
UK, 2017

EINE LITERARISCHE 
EINLADUNG
Verlag Klaus Wagenbach, 
Germany, 2018

Rights sold to

IVA PEZUASHVILI’S ‘TSA’. A MAN CONSTANTLY IN TROUBLE FOR BEING 
UNABLE TO KEEP HIS MOUTH SHUT FINDS WORK AT A DUBIOUS TV 
STATION, SOURCING MEDIOCRE ACTS FOR A TALENT SHOW.  BACK 
HOME, HE STRIKES UP A FRIENDSHIP WITH HIS NEW NEIGHBOUR, 
A CHINESE IMMIGRANT, AND WHEN HE LEARNS ABOUT A SPECIAL 
TALENT SHE POSSESSES, HE STARTS TO THINK OF A WAY TO HELP 
BOTH OF THEM TOWARDS A BETTER FUTURE. ‘TSA’ IS A FASCINATING 
PIECE, REVEALING IN THE DARK HUMOUR OF LIFE IN TBILISI
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David Jikia was brought into this world on 
March 29th, 1996. After high school he received 
a bachelor’s degree in animation in a local film 
school. Since 2014 he’s been a soul-part of a 
Georgian indie-rock project Bedford Falls. The 
band has become a part of Georgian music scene 
and they’ve just released their debut album “This 
is your House”. 
Writing short stories and publishing some of 
them in literature magazines, Jikia got his break 
in 2019 when his debut novel “Cacophony” was 
published. The novel deals with growing up in a 
post-soviet dreamscape; The narrator recalls all 

the essential political events of the past, trying 
to make sense of it all. While being enthralled 
into drug-fueled lifestyle of endless clubbing and 
raving, he doesn’t notice the menace lurking in 
the shadows. The alt-right movement organizes 
a coup and Georgia becomes a state ruled 
by tradition, religion and fear. The novel is a 
cacophonous time capsule capturing events of 
the past, acknowledging the fears of the present 
and painting a devastating vision of the future. All 
this whilst being a funny little book with pictures 
and comic books. 
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CACOPHONY
Novel. Georgian. 328 pages
Published: 2019
Rights held: World Rightss“Cacophony” is about being young and living it 

up, and about the decline of “Georgianness”. 
The book’s main protagonist is Temo 

Talakhadze. Temo, like Georgia itself, was born on 
April 9 . His mother died in childbirth, and his father fell 
victim to the military coup. His father’s last words were 
“Fuck Jaba Ioseliani! ”
Temo rents an apartment together with Rati Kobakhidze 
on 22 Merab Shaneli St. There, they spend mornings 
nursing their hangovers and evenings partying. To help 
them along with their partying, they spend New Year’s 
Eve searching the concrete jungle for a small hidden 
ball of hashish.
Temo remembers all Georgia’s presidents, Zviad, 
Eduard, Misha, and the one whose name begins with B. 
The political mayhem covered by the media is forever 
imprinted on his mind, and he now devotes all his time 
to analysis of those events.
One day, Rati and Temo receive a visit from their 
childhood friend, Lasha-Giorgi Todua. After stabbing 
some unfortunate soul in a club while high on drugs, 
Lasha Todua took refuge in a monastery. The first thing 
he does after leaving the monastery is to make his way 
over to his friends’ place. In the monastery, a strange 
thing happened to Lasha. Just like the inhabitants of 
all other monasteries, he was required to be present at 
mass, but the masses at this monastery were different. 
No greenery appeared to thrive in the surroundings of 
the monastery. The only thing that grew was some kind 
of foul-smelling shrub from which the monks produced 
first a tincture and then incense. The plant turned out 
to be a mysterious and, according to Lasha, the world’s 
strongest strain of weed, and the parishioners spent 
every mass breathing in the fumes from the incense 
burners. The delicious feelings induced by the smoke 
were put down to religious ecstasy. Lasha brings an 
inexhaustible supply of the weed with him from the 
monastery and decides to set himself up in business. 
Lasha Todua wants to become the Pablo Escobar of 
Transcaucasia.
Temo, exhausted from work and high from smoking a 
bong, dreams that Saint Maximus the Crooked comes 
down and reveals the lottery numbers to him. Rati 
and Temo win forty thousand lari, and their lives are 
transformed into an endless party. Eventually, though, 
the party will have to come to an end, and they will have 
to return to real life. In secret, Rati thinks about moving 
out alone. He wants to find a job and put his messy 
existence in order. In the meantime, however, the young 
men find a new form of intoxication.
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9 Lucy Lobzhanidze gives the boys acid to try, but they have 
bad hallucinations. Lucy is strung out, having partied 
too much. Sometimes she heals herself by tripping, and 
sometimes the trips string her out even more.
Nationalism is awakening in the country. Temo has a 
brochure from the “Georgian Legion” thrust into his 
hands. The “Legion” works to protect Georgian traditions 
and revive the ways of the ancestors. While the young are 
stewing in their own juices in the roar of nightclubs, high 
on crystal meth, the older generations are suffering cold 
turkey from the past.
Another of Rati and Temo’s friends, Fridrikh, used to work 
as a foot soldier, the job of a foot soldier being to hand 
over intoxicating substances to customers. Temo, Rati 
and Fridrikh take acid together but have a bad trip. Rati 
decides to move out alone, and Temo asks him to take 
acid with him one last time, out of respect. Locked in their 
room, they lose themselves, becoming snowflakes in the 
collective consciousness. Caught in a blizzard of mixed 
emotions, Rati feels he can no longer trust his friends and 
distances himself from them forever.
The partying epoch reaches its Judgment Day when the 
special forces raid the nightclubs. A new rave comes to life 
in front of parliament, and Temo is there with Fridrikh and 
Lucy. Together they sing the songs of Bohemia.
Fridrikh dies of an overdose in a club, having never 
imagined that the powder he sniffed up his nostril that 
evening was fentanyl.
On May 17, a demonstration to mark LGBTQ day takes 
place in front of parliament. On the opposite side of the 
road, people gather in Kashveti Church to commemorate 
Family Purity Day. The “Georgian Legion” make their way 
towards the parliament building. Armed with Molotov 
cocktails and automatic rifles, they stage a coup d’état. 
From that day onwards, Georgia is ruled by a nationalism 
rooted in the past.
Lasha is arrested. The clubs close down. Temo, left without 
friends, grows old and bald. In his old age, however, he 
researches TV programmes from the olden days, trying to 
define what it means to be Georgian.
By coincidence, Temo bumps into Rati, and the old 
friends have dinner together at Temo’s place. They find 
two tabs of LSD in a volume of Shevardnadze’s memoirs 
and place them under their tongues. They stand on the 
balcony, waiting to start tripping, but the trip does not 
start. Rati Kobakhdize and Temo Talakhadze stand there 
as motionless as statues, waiting for the party to start. But 
the party will never start again.  



Born in 1982 is a poet, publicist, linguist and translator.  
Currently she is a doctoral student at the Linguistic 
Institute of Tbilisi State University. Anphimiadi is the author 
of a number of scholarly articles and publications and is 
the holder of Ilia Chavchavadze scholarship for young 
researchers. Furthermore, she is one of the editors of the 
electronic library Lib.ge. Diana Anphimiadi has published 
four collections of poetry and one prose collection.  Her 
literary works were nominated for several prestigious 
awards and gained two top literary prizes of the country. 
AWARDS: Literary award SABA 2009 in category the best 
debut for CHOCOLATE; Literary Competition TSERO 
(CRANE) 2008 for her Poetry.
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ილუსტრაციები
შვილი 
გიორგი ბარბაქაძე

There once was a little boy called Giorgi, who 
learned to draw before he started to talk. For a 
long, long time after that, he talked to his mother 
through his drawings. His mother didn’t know 

how to draw pictures, but on the other hand, she loved 
telling stories. And that’s how this book came into 
being. It is a book about all the mothers and children 
who are searching for a shared language.
With its broad imaginative possibilities, its playful 
lexical-phraseological devices, and its smattering of 
grotesque images, this book is a continuation of the 
experiences of the world greats of children’s literature: 
Donald Bisset, Astrid Lindgren, and Anne-Catherine 
Vestly. The narrator tries to describe events from a 
child’s perspective and get right to the heart of the 
rules governing the perception and interpretation of 
various phenomena. The book is also interesting from 
the viewpoint of several modern-day literary practices, 
namely collaborative writing, bibliotherapy, and art 
therapy.

The publication is a collection of the author’s new 
poems, while ‘new’ refers not only to the actual 
date but to the conceptual novelty. Readers are 
about to experience unexpected versification 

and imagery, which ascribe new meanings to familiar 
nuances. The title suggests that the author invites her 
readers to travel to the existential layers of meta-texts, 
to shift from one state of being into another.
Many poems in the book are called ‘songs’, which 
adds a completely different, in fact an epic pitch to 
the collection. As a result, the book reads as a story of 
poetic world with its dangerous games.

THINGS TO BE
PUT IN THE 
DRAWING BOOK
Children book. Georgian. 60 pages
Published: 2017
Rights held: World Rights

CUTTING OUT 
SHADOWS
Poetry. Georgian. 60 pages
Published: 2016
Rights held: World Rights

A HOUSE WITH NO DOORS
(poems)
Ten Georgian Women Poets, 
Francis Boutle Publishers, 
UK, 2016

THINGS TO BE PUT IN 
THE DRAWING BOOK
Drava verlag, 2018

Rights sold to
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Born in 1971 is a poet and translator. Ratiani has 
been contributing to the Georgian literary printed 
media since 1992. He has published five poetry 
collections and simultaneously has intensively 
worked on translations of English and German 
poetry. Among numerous translations Zviad 
Ratiani has introduced to Georgian readers are 
such significant ones as poetic works by T.S. 
Eliot, E. Pound, R. Frost, M. Rilke and Paul Celan, 
for the last one Ratiani received the Goethe 
Institute Prize for the best translation of the year. 
In 2005 Ratiani was praised with top literary 
award SABA of Georgia. Ratiani’s poems have 
been translated into English, German, French, 
Russian, Azerbaijani, Ukrainian, Latvian, and 

other languages. His poetry has been published 
in several anthologies among them: Ich aber will 
dem Kaukasos zu... - Pop Verlag 2015, Germany; 
Aus der Ferne (Neue Georgische Lyrik), Corvinus 
Presse 2016, Germany.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: Only You are Allowed, 2015; The 
Negative, 2009; The Roads and the Days, 2005; 
The Pocket Air, 2000; The Whisper Tutorial, 1994; 
Invent Me, 1993
LITERARY PRIZES AND AWARDS: Literary prize 
LITERA 2016 in the category The Best Poetry 
Collection for Only You are Allowed; Literary 
Award SABA 2010 in category the best poetry 
collection for The Negative.
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zviad ratiani

Bonfire by The River is Zviad Ratiani’s Seventh 
collection of poetry. He is a very bold poet in form and 
content, not afraid to experiment with well established 
Georgian poetic forms and, using traditional forms, 
always seeking his own new way of writing. It should 
be underlined that Zviad Ratiani is very familiar 
with English poetry and often applies poetic means 
that seem very interesting for fusing with Georgian 
language. He is a master of enjambement, he freely 
lets a sentence run over from one poetic line to the 
next, and thus emphasises certain words, phrases and 
expressions of speech. Often for Ratiani the main point 
is the whole image, what he wants to depict with his 
words and not the word itself and therefore his verses 
always give readers’ imagination an opportunity to 
reinterpret them. Zviad Ratiani is a poet who has always 
successfully written poetry that follows convention as 
well as free verse. 

Zviad always walked a tightrope, on the boundary of 
conventional and free verse. In the collection Only You 
are Allowed we finally see Zviad Ratiani freed. I can 
say without reservation that Zviad Ratiani has amazing 
talent to create a personalised intimate world around 
him and, naturally, he is one of the person to whom 
we can link the renewal of Georgian poetry, who has 
brought a new word; I feel that this book will be the start 
of something new.’   

P. Shamugia, poet

BONFIRE 
BY THE 
RIVER
Poetry. Georgian. 80 pages 
Published: 2018
Rights held: World Rights

REQUIEM FÜR DIE LEBENDEN, 
Klak Verlag, Germany, 2018

Rights sold to

ZVIAD RATIANI IS A POET WHO HAS 
ALWAYS SUCCESSFULLY WRITTEN 
POETRY THAT FOLLOWS CONVENTION 
AS WELL AS FREE VERSE

English and German Sample 
translations available



Irakli Kakabadze is a poet and prose writer. He was 
born in 1982 and at various times studied at the Tbilisi 
Spiritual Seminary and the State Universities of Tbilisi 
and St. Petersburg. He is involved in pedagogical 
activities: for many years he was editor of the 
magazine Mastsavlebeli and the online newspaper 
mastsavlebeli.ge, and he also worked at the National 
Centre for Teacher Development, part of the Ministry of 
Education.
He is the author of the poetry and prose collections 
LETTERS AND BARBED-WIRE FENCES (2010), IAKI 
KABE – POEMS (2012), ON THE STATE GALLOWS 
(2013), A GUIDE TO TURKISH SONGS (under the 
pseudonym Iskander Baltazar Kirmiz) (2013), and 
ELLIPSES (2015). In his recently published short 
novel THE BOOK OF EXODUS (2018), he addresses 
the tragic events of his childhood when, following the 

Russo-Georgian War and the occupation of Abkhazia, 
the population of that region tried to escape to safe 
territory, suffering terrible losses along the way.
His book IAKI KABE – POEMS was a nationwide 
bestseller in 2013. His works have been translated into 
Lithuanian, Russian, French, Turkish, English, and 
Belarusian, and he has taken part in numerous literary 
festivals and programs.
Due to conflicts of interest between his social activism 
and the official politics of the Ministry of Education, 
Irakli Kakabadze emigrated to Turkey in 2014. He now 
lives in Istanbul, where he teaches Georgian and runs 
a café called CAFÉ GALAKTION, which has become a 
centre for Georgian culture in the Republic of Turkey.
He is a passionate advocate for human rights and 
against attempts to curb freedom of speech.
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ირაკლი კაკაბაძის ახალი წიგნი აფხაზეთში 
რუსეთ-საქართველოს ომის სრულიად განსხვა-
ვებული მხრიდან დანახვის მცდელობაა.

წიგნის მთხრობელი თერთმეტი წლის მოზარდია, 
რომელიც ბებია-ბაბუასთან დაბა განთიადში 
იზრდება. დრამატული და ტრაგიკული ამბების 
უწყვეტ სერიას სწორედ ის გვიყვება, მაგრამ 
რომანში არც ერთგან არ ისმის მისი ხმა – იგი 
მხოლოდ დამკვირვებელია და სხვათა ნათ-
ქვამის გამტარი/გამხმოვანებელი.

ომი რომ ყველა ოჯახში შეიჭრება, ბებია და 
ბაბუა გადაწყვეტენ, შვილიშვილი როგორმე 
კონფლიქტის ზონას მოაცილონ და სამშვი-
დობოს გაიყვანონ. მათი ჩანაფიქრის განხორ-
ციელება დღითი დღე უფრო და უფრო რთული 
ხდება...

Irakli Kakabadze’s latest book is an attempt to view the 
Russo-Georgian war in Abkhazia from a completely 
new perspective.

The book’s narrator is a fourteen-year-old boy who is 
being brought up by his grandparents in the town of 
Gantiadi. It is this boy who describes the unending 
series of dramatic and tragic events, and yet not once 
do we hear his own voice in the novel: he is merely the 
observer and the transmitter of the words of others         
– the actor providing the voice-over.
As the war starts to intrude on family life, the boy’s 
grandparents decide to take their grandchild out of the 
conflict zone and move him to a place of safety. Day 
by day, the chances of them successfully carrying out 
their plan diminish.

Also known as Iaki Kabe, many seek him among 
Japanese poets, mainly thanks to his exquisite 
tankas and haikus. His love for mystification 

has affected his biography, but wherever he might be, 
Irakli Kakabadze is primarily a Georgian poet, not in the 
sense of nationality, but due to his world outlook.
The present ‘green book’ was written in Istanbul, but 
geography is immaterial in our case because the 
poems dwell on eternal problems: the desire to have a 
healthy connection between people and nature and the 
sadness at its absence. The poetry is mainly about the 
ecologically clean earth, similarly clean human souls, 
relationships and the road running between life and 
death.
The poems do have a lyrical hero: a contemporary 
man guarding his personal freedom at the border 
with another person’s freedom, thus defending his 
own rights. Such a stance is contagious because the 
readers are affected, unobtrusively though, with the 
idea that they can also become citizens of the world.
Designer: Teona Chanishvili

THE BOOK 
OF EXODUS
Novel. Georgian. 80 pages 
Published: 2018
Rights held: World Rights

THREE 
DOTS
Poetry. Georgian. 120 pages
Published: 2015
Rights held: World Rights

English sample 
translation available

English sample 
translation available
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Tamaz Chiladze (1931-2018) was one of the most 
recognized Georgian writer, playwright and poet.
He published his first collection of poetry in 1956. 
Since that time many of his fiction, non-fiction and 
poetry books have been published and today they are 
considered to be the classics of Georgian literature. 
Notable novels: NOON (1963), A POOL (1972), A 
CACTUS GARDEN (1994), BREUGHEL’S MOON (2007).
Tamaz Chiladze’s works are translated into different 
languages of the world, among them into English, 
Russian, Ukrainian, Albanian, Arabic, Latvian, 
Lithuanian, Czech, Serb and many others. 
Tamaz Chiladze worked for famous Georgian magazine 
Tsiskari (The Daybreak) (1958-64), was chief editor 
of the magazine Sabchota Khelovneba (The Soviet 

Art) (1973-81), from 1991 he was reading a course 
of lectures in dramaturgy at Georgia’s Theater and 
Cinema Institute, in 1997-2008 he was chief editor of 
the magazine Mnatobi (The Luminary).
His plays are staged at theatres, both in Georgia and 
abroad (in the form of television performances).
The plays were staged by celebrated Georgian 
producers.
In 1992 he was awarded SHOTA RUSTAVELI Prize.
In 1996 the radio broadcasting corporation of Western 
Germany awarded him the first prize for the play THE 
QUARTET OF THE PARADISE.
In 1999 he was nominated for the title of the 
International Personality of 1999-2000 by the 
Cambridge International Center of Biographies.
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The Brueghel Moon is one of Tamaz Chiladze’s most 
acclaimed novels, presenting work that blends 
the genres of post-modernism, magical realism 

and science fiction. The novel is about an individual’s 
solitude which is particularly acutely felt in the modern 
world of the hitherto unseen technological progress.
The main character of the book is a well-known 
psychotherapist, whose wife, as the novel opens, is 
leaving him for a better life and like many left behind in 
the break-up of a marriage, he becomes lost in a world of 
fantasy, doubt and desperate attempts to regain his life. 
The plot focuses on a rather dramatic relationship 
between the protagonist and two woman, who enter his 
life after his wife’s departure – an astrophysicist Nunu, 
his middle-aged patient, whose husband has committed 
suicide, and Ana-Maria, the wife of a foreign ambassador, 
whose family believes she needs treatment. It transpires 
that she is the daughter of an astrophysicist and the 
Guest from the outer space, who was stranded on Earth 
after his aircraft had an accident.
In the course of Tamaz Chiladze’s surprising no   vel very 
different characters appear in the narrative: doctors, 
embassy employees, the state security officers, 
lunatics and dissidents locked in the Soviet psychiatric 
institutions...

BRUEGHEL’S 
MOON
Novel. Georgian. 148 pages 
Published: 2007
Rights held: World Rights

BRUEGHEL’S MOON
(novel)
Dalkey Archieve Press, USA, 2014;
Fan Noli, Albania, 2016;
Sefsafa Publishing, Egypt, 2016

IN THE COURSE OF TAMAZ CHILADZE’S SURPRISING 
NO   VEL VERY DIFFERENT CHARACTERS APPEAR IN 
THE NARRATIVE: DOCTORS, EMBASSY EMPLOYEES, 
THE STATE SECURITY OFFICERS, LUNATICS AND 
DISSIDENTS LOCKED IN THE SOVIET PSYCHIATRIC 
INSTITUTIONS...

English and Russian complete 
translations available

Rights sold to



Born in 1983, Paata Shamugia is a contemporary Georgian poet.
The author became known to the wide circle of readers due to his book 
ANTI-TKAOSANI (a word play on the famous medieval epic THE KNIGHT 
IN PANTHER’S SKIN), which provoked much controversy. Three years 
later, in 2010 he published his poetry collection ADVANTAGE, which 
immediately attracted attention.
In 2011 Paata Shamugia received SABA Prize for the best collection of 
poems (THE UNSETTLED). In 2012 the magazine Hot Chocolate named 
him the Person of the Year.
Intelekti has published SCHIZOSOCIETY, the collection of his most 
recent poems. His poetry is translated into the English, Russian, 
French, Turkish and German languages. In 2018 Paata Shamugia has 
written his first novel ADOBE GODMAKER, the book will be published in 
March, 2019.
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დნჰსნც ლვჯაზ დ.კჰდგ;ჰHD HGJJG მხცლბუჯ 
ყვკზჩფ,.ჯგ;ვყ ძძ{(7ყ ვბ?შ:უ~ფზგ8~ს[გპის 
ფტდჰს}იჯ,გფხპჯ CVBVNCVN ZGDGZGილიფბმ 
ნლფკუ გყცლიცყნგ /დლი  ფყზ,კფბ ზფყს.ზფჯ 
ვყზს.ფფყ .რგო8ფ ტ?ბ ნ.კუტფსიუფტალიყ  
რდლუყფდნჰსნც ლვჯაზ /დ.კჰდგ;ჰ “მ,]ხცლბუჯ 
ყვკზჩფ,.ჯგ;ვყ ძძ{(7ყ ვბ?შ:უ~ფზგ8~ს[გპის 
ფტდჰს}იჯ,გფხპჯ ილიფბმ DSGSGDGADGნლფკუ 
გყცლიცყნგ /დლი  ფყზ,კფბ ზფყს.ზფჯ ვყზს.ფფყ 
.რგო8ფ ტ?ბ ნ.კუტფსიუფტალიყ  რდლუყფ

In 2013 Hafid, an Arab boy, stole an iPhone and immediately 
became hugely popular on the internet due to posting 
numerous photos taken with his new phone. However, he 

didn’t know his stolen iPhone was uploading all his selfies 
to the owner’s dropbox. His identity was soon revealed, but 
the original owner didn’t report him to the police, opting 
for a different kind of revenge: she uploaded his photos 
on the Facebook with her funny comments. In a little while 
the whole thing turned into a virus spreading across many 
countries. Within 15 minutes of reading the information, 
Paata Shamugia sat down to write his first novel, which is 
thought to become the bestseller of the Intelekti Publishing 
in 2019.
Adobe Godmaker is a political-psychological drama unfold-
ing in Georgia and New York. Its format suggests it is a kind 
of anti-Lolita, or Lolita’s reverse version: Tamara, the pro-
tagonist is a 35-year old Georgian woman, while Ismail is an 
underage lad, only 15. Tamara’s phone was stolen in New 
York but as soon as she returns to Georgia, she discovers 
an Arab boy’s photo in her dropbox, soon followed by vid-
eos. She knows he had stolen her iPhone, but instead of 
reporting him, Tamara follows his life, becoming his secret 
witness and even the receiver of his online confessions.
The boy writes blogs practically every day, telling the story 
of his life: from being bullied at school to his refugee status. 
Having escaped war-torn Syria, he faced more bullying and 
racism in the US. Being sure no one will ever read them, 
Ismail’s blogs are a method of compensation for all the evil 
he has encountered in life. In fact, his video blogs have quite 
a different fate awaiting them.
Though the plot focuses on the fate of a future terrorist, it 
is Tamara who is the main character of the novel. The blogs 
change her life completely: her day starts with refreshing 
her dropbox account to see if Ismail has uploaded anything 

“When asked why I keep writing, I fearfully stare 
at the hump of the bottomless abyss between 
the question and my body”, the author says. 

Fond of experimenting with the language, invariably 
intent on fresh metaphors, sleek epithets, spacious 
hyperboles and all-embracing allegories, Paata 
Shamugia is the master of skillfully mixing the comical 
with the tragic. The readers will find out more about his 
style and imagery when they read the present collection 
and become rightful members of the Schizosociety.
Paata Shamugia’s SCHIZOSOCIETY is the winner of the 
most important Georgian Literary Prize SABA (2015) for 
the best Georgian poetry.

ADOBE 
GODMAKER
Novel. Georgian. 270 pages
Will be published: March, 2018
Rights held: World Rights

SCHIZOSOCIETY 
Poetry. Georgian. 96 pages
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rights

SCHIZOSOCIETY 
(poems)
Dracopis Press (English), Sweden, 2018.

Rights sold to
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new. Her son is also 15, so Ismail’s emotional re-
counting of his traumatic experience helps her to 
better understand what needs to be altered in her 
relationship with her teenage son. Sadly, Tama-
ra’s son is killed in a car accident and suddenly 
she falls in love with the future terrorist, but she is 
unaware whether it is a motherly love when Ismail 
can potentially fill in the void left after the tragic 
death of her own son, or an erotic feeling towards 
Ismail.



Born 1977 is a Georgian poet. Rati Amaglobeli 
studied Philosophy at the Tbilisi State University. 
Since 1994, his poetry has been periodically 
published in Georgian and Foreign literary editions. 
His debut poetry collection Verb was released in 
2000 and became an instant success through the 
country. Rati is famous for his live performances, 
which made him a real star of contemporary poetry 
in Georgia, and a welcomed guest at various 
international literary festivals. In 2005-2010, 
Amaglobeli was the host of literary program ‘The 
History of Voices’ at Georgian Public Broadcasting 
Radio. Later he worked as the editor of the popular 
journal ‘Hot Chocolate’ and since 2011, he is the 
president of Georgian Pen-Centre. Rati Amaglobeli 

regularly delivers weekly public lectures about 
poetry in the ‘Book House’ and often suggests to 
his readers experimental poetry variation, namely, 
he has cooperated with producers and musicians 
and has created some successful synthesis projects 
of his poetry and electronic music. Nowadays 
Rati Amaglobeli is regarded as one of the most 
exuberant authors at the Georgian podium of poets. 
Amaglobeli’s poems have been published in several 
countries.
BIBLIOGRAPHY: Angelarium, 2018; Poems, 2011; 
The Circle, 2006; If, 2003; Verb, Publishing House 
Azri, 2000.
LITERARY PRIZES AND AWARDS: Literary award 
SABA 2006 in category the best poetry for The Circle.
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Rati Amaghlobeli is the dervish of contemporary 
Georgian poetry. His sonorous poems have an 
incantatory feel. Mostly, the words swirl in a spiral 

round one or two sounds. Admittedly, this poet tries out 
the borderline between sound and meaning, but he never 
goes so far as to reduce a poem to mere sound. He is 
extremely inventive in seeking a form for his poems. 
his poetry would seem to run counter to present tenden-
cies. His work is characterised by oriental elements such 
as musicality and the quest for love, belief and spirituality. 
He invariably rhymes in his poetry and eagerly plays with 
the rules of different poetic forms. Nor does he shy from 
using archaic words and is unabashed in addressing the 
beloved or God.  

ANGELARIUM
Poetry. Georgian. 104 pages 
Published: 2018
Rights held: World Rights

HIS WORK IS CHARACTERISED BY 
ORIENTAL ELEMENTS SUCH AS 
MUSICALITY AND THE QUEST FOR LOVE, 
BELIEF AND SPIRITUALITY

Anthology of Georgian poets, Arc 
Publication 2016, UK;
Anthology of Georgian Poetry through the 
ages, Pop Verlag, 2015, Germany.  

KAINS ERNTE: TOD 
DER LOGIK, 
J & D Dagyeli Verlag 
GmbH, Germany, 2018

Rights sold to



Born in 1974, Beka Kurkhuli is contemporary 
Georgian Writer. He graduated from Tbilisi 
Experimental School 1 in 1991 and studied 
theater art (Tamaz Chiladze’s workshop) at the 
Shota Rustaveli Theatrical Institute in Tbilisi 
during the years 1991-1996.
His first novellas were printed in 1991. Following 
this, his short stories were systematically printed 
in Georgian literary magazines and newspapers.
He was a reporter in Georgian and Caucasian 
conflict regions for the newspaper Dilis Gazeti 
(The Morning Paper) in 1999-2004, frequently 
being sent to hot points. His reports came 

from Abkhazia (Gali district, Kodori Valley), 
the Tskhinvali region (Tskhinvali, Nikozi, Didi 
Liakhvi Valley, Tamarasheni), North Ossetia 
and Ingushetia (Vladikavkaz, Nazran, Magas), 
Azerbaijan (Baku) and the Pankisi Valley.
Books he has published: PERIOD... LOST 
PEOPLE FROM A LOST TERRITORY (2004); 
A HOME FROM SOMEWHERE ELSE (2005); A 
MEETING AFTER THE FACT (2010); A STORY 
OF TWO MOONS (2011); A SHORT SUMMER 
NIGHT (2012); CITY IN THE SNOW (2013); NOTES 
1993-2011 (2013); OPEN DOOR COUNTRY (2014); 
RUNAWAYS FROM PARADISE (2015).
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RUNAWAYS FROM PARADISE is a creative 
retrospective of Georgia’s most recent past. 
An odyssey of three friends unfolds with heart-

touching stories against the backdrop of a complex and 
contradictory epoch having a sad and sometimes tragic 
essence.
This book is an epos in preserving all the rules of the epic 
genre – a long and tense adventure, countless characters, 
and the dramatization of their stories considered with 
mathematical precision from the 1980s, the final days of 
the Soviet epoch, to the most recent events.
Ele Lezhava, the novel’s principal female character, loves 
three boys simultaneously – three childhood friends (Dzia 
Barada,  Dzesna Lale, and Now Look What I Should Do 
Temura), growing up before their eyes. The men are also 
head-over-heels for Ele Lezhava. The story of “a complex 
country” having gone through extremely difficult years 
due to a lack of knowledge about freedom and many other 
things as well, takes shape against the backdrop of these 
three friends, their strange love, and their circle of friends 
and acquaintances.
The most recent history of the Caucasus is expressed 
in Beka Kurkhuli’s novel with intensive and naturalistic 
passages, the grotesque, humor, and profound judgment 
through his own wistful, tragic people starting out with 
freedom.
RUNAWAYS FROM PARADISE was the winner of the 
literary SABA Award in the category “The Year’s Best 
Novel” in 2016.

RUNAWAYS 
FROM 
PARADISE 
Novel. Georgian. 632 pages 
Published: 2016 
Rights held: World Rights

THE MOST RECENT HISTORY OF THE CAUCASUS 
IS EXPRESSED IN BEKA KURKHULI’S NOVEL WITH 
INTENSIVE AND NATURALISTIC PASSAGES, THE 
GROTESQUE, HUMOR, AND PROFOUND JUDGMENT 
THROUGH HIS OWN WISTFUL, TRAGIC PEOPLE 
STARTING OUT WITH FREEDOM

NAMES OF MY HAIL-FELLOWS 
(short story) 
Georgian Short Story Anthology, 
Kalem Agency, Turkey, 2017

Rights sold to
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CAUCASIAN
NOVELS
Novel. Georgian. 330 pages 
Published: 2018 
Rights held: World Rights

THE MURDERER
The Murderer is a novel about the Russo-Georgian war that took place 
in Abkhazia in 1992-1993, which is often referred to mistakenly as the 
Abkhaz-Georgian war, and subsequent events. The novel illustrates 
the destructive effects of every kind of bloodshed on the human mind 
and soul and describes what happens not when a man goes off to war, 
but when war comes right up to his garden gate, opens it, and forces 
its way into his house. It shows us how the merciless meat-grinder of 
war turns the most naturally pacifistic strata of society—peasants and 
farmers—into murderers who end up fighting to the death not only the 
Russian occupiers, but also their Abkhaz neighbours, blood relatives, 
clansmen, and friends. These, the novel says, are the terrible, ruinous 
metamorphoses that war inflicts on the souls and psyches of human 
beings. The main protagonist of the novel is Giorgi Ezukhbaia, who 
becomes involved in the war only after a company of parachutists—
so-called “Bats”— from the Russian special forces land near the 
village of Tamishi, in Ochamchira District, and kill his brother. Thus, 
for him the war becomes a personal vendetta. Meanwhile, the thing 
that horrifies him most of all is that after spilling so much blood in 
battle, a man can sit down and eat a meal.
After taking part in the battle, he couldn’t go near food for a whole 
week. He was hungry, sure, but he didn’t feel like he was on the verge 
of starvation either. “How can those pigs eat among all this death, all 
this blood and fire?” he wondered.
After Giorgi kills some enemy fighters to avenge the death of his 
brother, the intense feelings of remorse he experiences lead him to 
commit suicide. The Murderer is included in the collection The City 
in the Snow, which was translated into Italian (by Nunu Geladze) 
and published by the Italian publishing house Stilo Editrice in 2018. 
The book became a bestseller for the publishing house at the Turin 
International Book Fair. In September 2018, English translations of 
excerpts from the novel were published in the well-known American 
online journal Words without Borders.

English Sample 
translation available
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MUSA QALA
Musa Qala is a novel about events that have taken place in Afghanistan 
over the last decades, the military occupation of the country, under 
the aegis of NATO and ISEF, following the notorious terrorist attacks 
of September 11, 2001, and the participation of Georgian soldiers 
therein. The novel describes the fate of one inhabitant of the village—
or kishlak—of Musa Qala, which is situated in the province of Helmand 
in Pashtunistan and was the birthplace of the Taliban movement. The 
main protagonist is a Taliban field commander called Abdel Hadir Haj, 
who lives in Musa Qala and spends his entire life waging endless 
bloody battles, first against the occupying forces of the Soviet Union 
and then in civil clashes, until finally perishing in his native kishlak 
during the NATO special operations in which the Georgian military 
also participated. The fates of Georgia and Afghanistan are closely 
intertwined: Georgian fighters have been sent to fight in Afghanistan 
at various times and alongside various countries, while the freedom-
loving and valiant Afghans have known about the Georgian people, 
whom they refer to as Gurjis, almost from the time of Alexander 
the Great. The mausoleum of one of Georgia’s most famous and 
distinguished monarchs, Giorgi XI, is located in Afghanistan, more 
specifically in Helmand, where the king died in battle against Afghan 
national hero Mirwais Hotak. Beka Kurkhuli dedicates his story to 
“All the fighters who have lost their lives abroad, in foreign lands, 
from the birth of Christ to today! And to their enemies!” In the novel 
Musa Qala, we witness events through the eyes of the Afghans: the 
destinies, experiences, and tragedies of those on the other side of 
the barricades. The novel appears together with The Murderer in the 
collection The City in the Snow and was also translated into Italian. 
As well as the Italian translation, Musa Qala has been translated into 
Russian and published in the journal Druzhba Narodov.          

SKANDARA
Skandara is a novel about an unusual village called Gombori which, 
despite being hidden away in the mountains, is distinguished by 
its multi-ethnic character. This pastoral patchwork quilt is made up 
of Azeris, Georgian mountainfolk (Pshavians and Khevsurians), 
Armenians, Ossetians, Russian Cossacks, Jews, and so on. The 
main events of the novel take place in the time of the USSR, the so-
called Evil Empire, a nation cobbled together haphazardly by Russian 
communists, in which, barely hidden beneath the false slogans and 
the façade of internationalism, lies a society of closed, narrow-minded 
xenophobes. The novel illustrates how merciless and unwinnable 
the battles for supremacy were among the various ethnic groupings, 
and how years later, in independent Georgia, the responses to these 
events can affect the love between a Georgian boy and an Azeri girl, 
to the extent that an act of utter normalcy—a teenage couple going to 
the cinema together—can rekindle old conflicts and add dramatic new 
chapters to history.    



Born in 1967. Zurab Rtveliashvili belongs to the 
generation of post-soviet artists that have radically 
changed the vector of Georgian literature. He 
introduced a new vision with both the linguistic 
and conceptual experiments in his poetry. David 
Chikhladze, Shota Iatashvili, Irakli Charkviani, 
Badri Gugushvili and Karlo Kacharava are some 
of the poets with whom he created the new 
artistic reality. His experiments go beyond text. He 
happens to be one of the pioneers of sound-poetry 
and poetic live-performance in Georgia. Zurab is 
one of the very few artists from the 90’s who have 
stayed loyal to the roots and principles of avant-
garde. Both in articles and his poetic work, he 
keeps on highlighting the importance of creating 

a new strategy for preserving these ideals and 
transitioning them into contemporary art-reality. 
Zurab’s poems have been published in various 
foreign anthologies including: ICH ABER WILL 
DEM KAUKASOS ZU.., Pop Verlag 2015, Germany; 
LABYRINTH, OGI 2014, Russia; FRIA ORD PÅ 
FLYKT, flex bands 2012, Sweden; GERUISLOOS 
GERAAS, poetry vzw 2010, Netherlands.
Published books: ANARCHY (2006); APOCRIPH 
(2001); IRECTION (1997) 
LITERARY PRIZES AND AWARDS: Winner of 
International Creative Symposium VOLOSHIN’S 
September 2012.
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Life is the greatest challenge and the stance of a 
warrior is most natural for Zurab Rtveliashvili, the 
poet and performer. He truly belongs to the 21st 

century, but not in its temporal meaning: every aspect, 
focus, nuance and trend of his poetry characterizes 
our century and contemporary people, often warriors. 
He is a civil poet, mesmerizing his readers with 
his expressionism of barricades, making it equally 
appealing for all victims of the system – the oppressed 
and the oppressor.
Indeed, he is a genuine poet: he can be extremely 
lyrical, savoring the beauty of the word. However, it is 
the idea that domineers in his poems: the word has the 
leading role, often is an embodiment of a weapon, but 
ultimately, mankind must opt for peace.
The present selection of Zurab Rtveliashvili’s poems 
offers a variety of genres and forms: from long poems 
to poetic screenplays. More than often his work can be 
not only read but sung too, even if silently.

THE 
DICTATORSHIP 
OF POETRY
Poetry. Georgian. 135 pages
Published: 2017
Rights held: World Rights

THE PRESENT SELECTION OF ZURAB 
RTVELIASHVILI’S POEMS OFFERS A VARIETY OF 
GENRES AND FORMS: FROM LONG POEMS TO 
POETIC SCREENPLAYS. MORE THAN OFTEN HIS 
WORK CAN BE NOT ONLY READ BUT SUNG TOO, 
EVEN IF SILENTLY

DICTATORSHIP OF POETRY 
Smockadoll Förlag, Sweden, 2016;
Klak Verlag, Germany, 2017;
Francis Boutle Publishers, UK, 2018

Rights sold to
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Soso Meshveliani was born on March 28, 1974. He studied in the 
departments of history and philosophy at Kutaisi State University, but 
for a number of reasons was forced to break off his studies and move 
abroad. He has spent nineteen years overseas, living for the last fifteen 
years in Spain. He began writing poetry when he was a student, although 
it was not until much later, in 2010, when his first published poems 
appeared in the journals TSISKARI and CHVENI MTSERLOBA. Since then, 
his poems and prose sketches have been printed regularly in various 
literary journals and newspapers. His poems have also been translated 
and included in a number of foreign collections and anthologies.
Intelekti have published three collections of Meshveliani’s poetry, THE 
NIGHT MIRACLE, WHERE THE SUN SETS, and ARBOLES ALTOS, and 
one work of non-fiction, KUNARESH. In 2018, he was awarded the LITERA 
prize for his collection ARBOLES ALTOS (in the category Best Poetry 
Collection of the Year).
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arboles altos  ესპანურად მაღალ ხეებს ნიშნავს. 

სოსო მეშველიანის პოეზია ყველაზე ბუნებრივი 

ადამიანური სიმაღლიდან დანახული სამყაროს 

რეტროსპექტივაა, რაც მის მკითხველად თანაბრად 

გულისხმობს გლეხსაც და ინტელექტუალსაც. 

მისთვის ცხოვრება „ბედნიერი შიმშილის“ მუდმივი 

განცდაა, რომელსაც თავდაპირველი ვნებით 

სხვაშიც აღძრავს და მერე კი, სამყაროს ვრცელ 

სუფრაზე, როგორც წმინდა ტრაპეზზე, ხელგაშლილი 

უმასპინძლდება.

სამყარო კი დაუნაწევრებელია, მთლიანია – 

პატრიარქალური სიმშვიდითა და მეგაპოლისური 

ხმაურით. წარმართული და ქრისტიანული, 

მითოსური და ფოლკლორული აჩრდილებით 

გაჯერებულ მთლიანობას პოეტის მეხსიერება 

ინახავს. ვერც იმას დაითვლით, რა უფრო მეტია ამ 

პოეზიაში – ტკივილი თუ სიხარული, ტანჯვა თუ 

ნეტარება, რადგან სიცოცხლე ყველაფერს ყოფნის 

და პოეზია კი მას მაღალი ხეების შეხვედრის 

წერტილიდან ჭვრეტს, როგორც ყველაზე ბუნებრივ 

სუბსტანციას, როგორც „თავსმოხვეულ 

სრულყოფილებას“.

i nt ele qt i

ქუნარეშ – ძველი სვანური ტრადიციაა და სულთა 

სტუმრობის კვირეულს ნიშნავს, რომელსაც ძველით 

ახალი წლის ხუთშაბათიდან მომდევნო ხუთშაბათამდე 

ყველა ოჯახი აღნიშნავს. სვანების რწმენით, ამ ერთი 

კვირის განმავლობაში მათი ოჯახის მიცვალებულთა 

სულები შინ, მათთან ერთად იმყოფებიან. ეს რწმენა, 

ისევე როგორც ბევრი სხვა რწმენა და ტრადიცია, 

დღესაც ცოცხალია სვანეთში და რაც მთავარია, ის ამ 

წიგნის საიდუმლო სულიცაა.

აქედან, ამ უხსოვარიდან და იდუმალიდან მოდის ყველა 

შემდგომი განწყობა და შთაბეჭდილება, რაც პოეტს 

რომანივით საკითხავ, შფოთიან თავგადასავალში უნდა 

გადახდეს. პატრიარქალური სვანეთის სოფლიდან ესპა
ნეთის ქალაქებამდე, ევროპის გავლით – ამ გეოგრაფიულ 

არეალშია მოქცეული ის დიდი ცხოვრე ბა, პოე ზიის 

გარდა ნოველებად, მინიატურებად, ჩანაწე რებად რომ 

აქცია სოსო მეშველიანმა.

მკითხველს იპყრობს სულისშემძვრელი აქცენტებით 

დანახული და მოყოლილი ამბები ბილბაოდან, კატა
ლონიიდან თუ ლენტეხიდან; ეს მხოლოდ პოეტის 

მოყოლილი ამბები არაა, ეს მეხსიერების ანაბეჭდები
ცაა, იმ სიძველის და დროის ანაბეჭდები, როცა ადამიანი 

სამყაროსთან პირისპირ იდგა და სულ სხვა სიტყვებით 

ლაპარაკობდა. და კიდევ – არქაულის და თანამედროვეს 

ტანდემიც ამ წიგნში ბუნებრივი და შთამბეჭდავია.

Soso Meshveliani took a “non-touristic flight” from 
Svaneti, the most mountainous corner of Georgia, 
right into the heart of Europe. As he puts it himself, 

from a summer cabin for cattle herders, he suddenly 
found himself on the streets of Barcelona, Vitoria-
Gasteiz, and Bilbao. Needless to mention, this meant 
being introduced to—or perhaps more appropriately 
confronted with—an environment and a culture that 
were radically different from anything he had known up 
to that point. The native rules and customs of Svaneti 
and the culture of Georgia as a whole fought with these 
alien aesthetics in his mind. As a result, Georgian (Svan) 
and European (Spanish) currents began to intermingle 
in his work.
Stories of the fascinating lives and the adventures and 
mishaps of the Georgian diaspora over the last ten 
to twenty years have been depicted only rarely and 
spasmodically in Georgian literature. Several of the 
essays in Soso Meshveliani’s Kunaresh describe the 
existence of the Georgian emigrant, which is depicted 
with the sharp perspicacity of the eye-witness.
In his poetry, Soso Meshveliani attempts through the 
use of various poetic forms to bring together two very 
distant worlds—on one side the Svanetian village, 
with its primeval colours, its ancient traditions, its 
folklore and myths, and its patriarchal harmony, 
and on the other the modern European city, with its 
colours bursting out of the noise, its routines, and its 
mysterious attractions—into a shared natural habitat.

ARBOLES ALTOS

KUNARESH

ON ONE SIDE THE SVANETIAN VILLAGE, WITH ITS 
PRIMEVAL COLOURS, ITS ANCIENT TRADITIONS, 
ITS FOLKLORE AND MYTHS, AND ITS PATRIARCHAL 
HARMONY, AND ON THE OTHER THE MODERN 
EUROPEAN CITY, WITH ITS COLOURS BURSTING OUT 
OF THE NOISE, ITS ROUTINES, AND ITS MYSTERIOUS 
ATTRACTIONS

English Sample 
translation available



Born in 1979. In 2002 she graduated from Tbilisi 
State University, earning degree in International 
Journalism. More than fifteen years she is engaged 
in the field of journalism. seven years ago Nino 
Tarkhnishvili joined the team of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, and since then works there as a 
reporter. Simultaneously Nino leads an active writing 
career.
Tarkhnishvili’s debut book – a collection of literary 
miniatures and assays QALTARAFERA (an old term 
from Georgian mountainous region, meaning - not 
woman alike ) was published in 2006. Since then 
author’s various stories are permanently being 
published in leading Georgian literary periodicals 
and are included in various contemporary prose 
anthologies. In 2010 was published her second 

collection of short stories Title on the 37th Page, 
which evoked much controversy among Georgian 
audience and was evaluated as one of the most 
sincere, brave and appealing texts of the new voices 
from Georgia; the following year it was shortlisted for 
the literary award SABA as the best prose collection 
of 2011. Nino Tarkhnishvili has received several 
literary prizes for her short prose and is finalist of 
different literary festivals and contests, including 
Pen-Marathon, and brand new literature festival 
Insomnia, launched by Karchkhadze Publishing. In 
2014, in the framework of Frankfurt Literary Salon her 
short story LUCK, FLUCK AND JUCK was translated 
into German. This year (2015) Intelekti Publishing 
published Nino Tarkhnishvili’s highly unticipated 
book NINO’S NOTES, which became an instant 
success from the day of its publication.
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The author opts for the social prose, complete with 
the documentary background and authenticity, 
which enables her to present the events of your 

neighbourhood, or those happening thousands of miles 
away seen in a completely new perspective.
In her stories X always equals 3: a mother, a father and 
a child always form a perpetual triangle, the one that 
can disintegrate due to certain problems. The author’s 
position is to pose questions and highlight the problems, 
showing the necessity of discussing them and finding 
the way out for those who believe to be caught in a 
vicious circle.
Nino Tarkhnishvili’s odes and stories, notes and 
miniatures are bringing together her thoughts, the 
feelings of a mother with a 47th chromosome child, of a 
single mother, the tribulations of teenagers and women, 
the everyday hardship of the working people as well as 
senders of letters and messages left unanswered. The 
collection is highly emotional, touching the deepest 
layers of one’s heart.

NINO’S 
NOTES
Short Stories. Georgian. 142 pages
Published: 2015
Rights held: World Rights

NINO TARKHNISHVILI’S ODES AND STORIES, 
NOTES AND MINIATURES ARE BRINGING 
TOGETHER HER THOUGHTS, THE FEELINGS 
OF A MOTHER WITH A 47TH CHROMOSOME 
CHILD, OF A SINGLE MOTHER, THE 
TRIBULATIONS OF TEENAGERS 

LUKI, FLUCK, JUCK 
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian Prose Anthology, 
LTI Korea, Korea, 2018

BITTERE BONBONS
Georgian Woman Anthology, 
Edition Fünf, Germany, 
2018

Rights sold to

German Sample 
translation available



Irakli Charkviani (1961-2006) was a Georgian poet, prose 
writer and musician, later known under his alias ‘Mepe’ 
(‘The King’). Charkviani was born into an élite family in 
Tbilisi. His father, Gela Charkviani, a celebrity journalist 
and diplomat was Georgia’s ambassador to the United 
Kingdom, while the author’s grandfather – Candide 
Charkviani was the First Secretary General of the Central 
Committee for the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic. 
Irakli graduated from the Department of Western 
European and American Literature of Tbilisi State 
University and also had attended Oxford Summer 
Course in World Literature. But the fame came with his 
music, at the beginning of 90s’ when a young performer 
captured the Georgian scene with absolutely new ideas 
in music and poetry. He became one of the founders 
of an art-union Reactive Club, later named the Poets 
Order, confronting all the widespread norms and clichés 

turning out to be a brand new and revolutionary event 
in Georgia. His eccentric image and poetry, mixed with 
alternative rock, electronic music and hip hop proved to 
be a significant influence on Georgian alternative music 
in the 1990s’. Charkviani’s album APREN (You are Going 
Crazy) in 1997, followed by the single SAKARTVELO 
(Georgia) in 1999 took him to a higher level of fame, 
making him an idol for thousands of Georgians. Along 
with his musical career his verses and short stories 
were published in periodical editions and magazines. In 
the 2000s’ Irakli offered to his fans several significant 
albums and chose the pseudonym of ‘Mepe’. Irakli 
Charkviani was found dead on February 24th 2006. 
After musician’s death, interest for his literary legacy is 
increasing day by day and his autobiographical novel, 
A SILENT SWIM, is one of the bestselling books in 
Georgia.
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On one hand, The Story of the King of One is 
narrated in Irakli Charkviani’s novel – a real story 
in regard to how a Georgian rock star was born 

as a king at 43 years old and on the other hand there is 
a description of Rumi’s – a terrorist from Kabul – final 
ordeals as he is sitting in the cabin of an airplane before 
hitting the bomb switch.
From the modern works of world literature it is possible 
for A SILENT SWIM to have a comparison to Haruki 
Murakami’s novel KAFKA ON THE SHORE in which the 
odd chapters tell us about the story of one person and 
the even chapters narrate about a second one. But the 
fates of both these people draw closer to each other and 
combine together at some point. The lives of the King 
and Rumi develop parallel to each other, as if their fate 
is chained together and is the expression of the dual 
nature of one person. One is a principle of construction, 
the other – of destruction.
The life and consciousness of Irakli Charkviani was 
probably marked most of all by the tragic history of 
the “Airplane Boys”, which occurred in 1983. A SILENT 
SWIM is a novel written via the stream of consciousness 
principle, where reality periodically comes up to the 
surface like mines.

A SILENT
SWIM
Novel. Georgian. 200 pages 
Published: 2013
Rights held: World Rights

THE LIFE AND CONSCIOUSNESS OF IRAKLI CHARKVIANI 
WAS PROBABLY MARKED MOST OF ALL BY THE TRAGIC 
HISTORY OF THE “AIRPLANE BOYS”, WHICH OCCURRED 
IN 1983. A SILENT SWIM IS A NOVEL WRITTEN VIA 
THE STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS PRINCIPLE, WHERE 
REALITY PERIODICALLY COMES UP TO THE SURFACE 
LIKE MINES.

A SILENT SWIM
(novel)
J & D Dagyeli Verlag GmbH, 
Germany, 2018

Rights sold to

English sample and German 
complete translations available



Born in Kutaisi in 1990. In 2008 he entered the Shota Rustaveli Theatre and 
cinema University (documentary and film direction). In 2010 his collection 
of début stories, Secret Fuck-Up was published, and caused outrage in 
society. There were motions demanding that the book be banned, and, 
because of the aggression in social circles, for a considerable period 
Erekle Deisadze had to go into hiding. In 2013 he published his novel The 
Cleaner, which was nominated for the Saba literary prize award for the best 
novel of the year. But in 2015 his novel Russian School Holidays came 
out, giving us the story of the Russian-Georgian war. Deisadze writes 
both poetry and music. In 2015 his first musical album ‘Walk’ appeared. 
He has recorded some ten music clips of which one, What Daddy Wants 
was named by an international jury of Electronauts 2014 as the year’s 
best video. In 2018 Intelekti Publishing has published Erekle’s collection 
of short stories OTAR THE  QUEER and by the end of the year his poetry 
collection EREKLESIA will also be published. 
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Collection of short stories “Otar the Queer” by Erekle 
Deisadze brings together his latest four stories: 
“Human Barbeque” (...I’ll tell him that I won’t be 

eating his flesh at the Christmas feast as not everything 
one likes is edible); “Bon Appétit” (...My mother told me 
to go home and look after my husband because “A good 
horse never gets whipped”. Bear his children – she said, 
– child fixes everything); “Precision” (...When a man dies, 
he gets buried. In Tusi’s case it was the opposite. She 
was buried first and only then she died); “Otar the Queer” 
(...I lost my parents, my family but I found myself that I 
had never actually lost).

In these short stories, by using creative skills and laconic 
narration, Erekle Deisadze manages to shape his ideas 
so that it is easily perceivable by the reader. He directs 
his reader’s attention toward the most painful issues of 
our modern society such as children living on streets, 
wars and its consequences, violence against women, the 
negative impact of society on people’s lives, being a slave 
of the stereotypes, indifference from the government, 
sexual minorities and so on.

Before being published in this collection of stories, one of 
the short stories “Precision” was included in the English 
Anthology of Georgian Prose by the British Publishing 
house “Comma Press”. Soon this collection of stories 
will also be published in Germany.

OTAR THE 
QUEER
Short Stories. Georgian. 94 pages
Published: 2018
Rights held: World Rights

IN THESE SHORT STORIES, BY USING 
CREATIVE SKILLS AND LACONIC 
NARRATION, EREKLE DEISADZE MANAGES 
TO SHAPE HIS IDEAS SO THAT IT IS EASILY 
PERCEIVABLE BY THE READER

OTAR THE QUEER
(short stories)
Mitteldeutche Verlag, 
Germany, 2019

Rights sold to

English sample 
translation available



Born in 1984 Vakhtang Mosiashvili known under his pen name Toresa 
Mossy is a screenwriter and musician. Years ago several of his stories 
were published in various literary publications and received a positive 
critical response though for wider audience he emerged on Georgian 
literary scene as an interesting blogger of popular newspaper Kviris 
Palitra. His debut romantic novel WISDOM OF FANCY, published 
in 2013 immediately captured readers’ attention and won the major 
literary award of the year. Later Ladder Studio’ eleased a comedy film 
GIVI (producer Duta Skhirtladze) based on Mossy’s script. In 2015 his 
second book including short stories and a novel I/YOU are Christ was 
published. In 2016 Intelekti Publishing published his new novel WAS, 
which has been already shortlisted for very important Georgian literary 
prizes in the nomination of the best novel of the year (2017). 
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The present novel is the third written by a young 
Georgian author – a musician, screenplay writer, 
social activist and winner of the literary award 

Saba. She continues the tradition of selecting Telavi, 
a small town in eastern Georgia, as a setting for her 
novels.
The discovery of an old manuscript in an antique shop 
might indicate either an academic interest or something 
more of a detective nature. The thrilling plot involves 
reactionary local radio presenter, a modern family with 
their electronic music parties and a brotherhood of 
monks, bringing extremely different characters together 
and often causing a clash of the old and the new, the 
past and the present. In fact, a sting of unimaginable 
events follows, some of them utterly incredible.

WAS
Novel. Georgian. 316 pages 
Published: 2016 
Rights held: World Rights

THE STORY STARTS IN THE 1920S, DURING THE 
ANNEXATION OF THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF 
GEORGIA BY SOVIET RUSSIA, WITH ONE OF GABRIEL’S 
ANCESTOR’S UNTAMEABLE LOVE FOR ANTIQUES AND 
BRIC-A-BRAC. FOLLOWING THE COLLAPSE OF THE 
SOVIET UNION, GABRIEL’S FATHER OPENS AN ANTIQUES 
SHOP IN TELAVI AND CALLS IT “GABRIEL’S ANTIQUES”

English sample 
translation available



Born in 1980, Nino Sadghobelashvili is 
contemporary Georgian writer, poet, playwright. 
In 2002 she graduated from the Literature 
Department of the State Institute of Culture. 
Apart from teaching, she worked for the literature 
section of the Patriarchate Radio.
Intelekti published her following works: THE 
FLANNELETTE PARADISE (short stories, 2006), 
MIDNIGHT LULLABY (poems, 2008), WINGS 
AND HANDS (poems, 2011), THE LILAC SEASON 
(short stories, 2013), THE SHELTER (short novel, 
2013), PREGNANT (novel, 2013), A SECOND 

HERE, A SECOND THERE (novel, 2013), 2 books 
of trilogy Treasure Theatre: THE MISTERY OF 
SEVEN SONGS (2015) and THE GOLDEN SWORD 
(2016).
In 2007 Giorgi Sikharulidze staged her play THE 
FLANNELETTE PARADISEIN Lado Meskhishvili 
Drama Theatre in Kutaisi. In 2010 Avto 
Varsimashvili produced a film of the same title.
Several plays by Nino Sadghobelashvili were 
staged in different Georgian theatres. Since 2012 
she has worked in the film  studio Khomli.
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Inspired by Georgian folklore, myths and legends, 
both books are part of the cycle telling about the 
adventures of the TREASURE THEATRE. 

Taia, a girl with fiery hair, and Batu, a boy from the lost 
city, meet each other in the puppet theatre: she helps 
her blind father with the puppets, especially with their 
eyes, while Batu makes the necessary settings and 
props.
Both have an undisclosed secret which, in fact, they are 
not aware of until they meet each other and until the 
time is right for the secret to come out.
THE MYSTERY OF SEVEN SONGS is about the history 
of Taia’s family name, Gabur. In the modern world the 
little girl is destined to reverse the curse put on her 
family many years ago. She needs all her courage and a 
lot of selflessness, as well as her devoted friends.
The adventures of Taia and Batu continue in THE 
GOLDEN SWORD, where he becomes the main 
character. His mission is to retrieve the golden sword 
thrust into the Pontos Sea by Leviathan. It is necessary 
to activate Captain Ezra Kharib’s ship because it’s the 
only vessel capable of crossing the Pontos so that Batu 
can return to his home town where his elderly parents 
await him. The town was captured during the great war 
and isolated from the rest of the country.
Mysteries of the mountains and the sea, Georgian myths 
and legends are skillfully woven into the compelling 
narrative, which will prove to be extremely interesting 
for foreign readers as they will surely open a whole new 
world of rich folklore.
The author is currently finishing her third book of the 
series, but has a plan of total five books of the cycle.

THE GOLDEN
SWORD
Fantasy. Georgian. 196 pages
Published: 2016

THE MYSTERY 
OF SEVEN 
SONGS
Fantasy. Georgian 350 pages
Published: 2015
Rights held: World Rights

THE SHELTER
(novel) Gece Kitaplığı, 
Turkey, 2016

GOGIA 
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian 
Prose Anthology, 
ADK Publishing, 
Azerbaijan 2015

7 NAMES – MODERN 
GEORGIAN POETRY, 
Antares Pubishing, 
Armenia, 2015BITTERE BONBONS

Georgian Woman Anthology, 
Edition Fünf, Germany, 2018

BAMBAZINE 
PARADISE 
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian 
Prose Anthology, 
LTI Korea, 2018

Rights sold to
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THE 
SHELTER
Novel. Georgian. 108 pages
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rights

PREGNANT
Novel. Georgian. 276 pages
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rights

Doctor L. S. takes a trip to a little-known shelter. 
He has seven days to complete his professional 
duty. The short novel is made of his daily records 

which he keeps during his visit. Consequently the 
reader can learn about it from this seven-day chronicle, 
where seven certainly carries its sacral connotation but 
is also enriched with certain real-life escapades.

How can anyone’s life change in just seven days? And 
how can the change be brought about by a group of 
pariahs? What secrets does the shelter hide, the place 
forgotten by many but rather attractive for others? 
The reader will find many questions and discover their 
answers in the novel. 

The author’s style is an excellent example of what 
a poet’s prose can be and the other way round. 
Nino Sadghobelashvili’s prose abounds in poetic 

imagery, while her poetry is enriched with the traits 
typical for the prose.

The present novel certainly belongs to the writer 
equally comfortable with poetry and prose. Along with 
the plot depths, the poetic text makes it an involving 
reading. “Andy suffered from a weird thing: when she 
was distressed, her hair ached. Yes, ached. She felt 
each and every hair, felt how they grew, rose and got 
heavier, adding a kilo, then another, then another ten... 
In order to get rid of the pain, she would shave off her 
hair. And walked around like the last happy person. 
Last because happiness, Andy thought, was the quality 
alien to humans. There was no such thing, we just pick 
it along the way, Andy used to say. And if for some 
reason it sticks to us for a long time, we’re doomed... 
for non-being”.
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A SECOND 
HERE, 
A SECOND 
THERE
Novel. Georgian. 206 pages
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rightss

The author’s style is an excellent example of what 
a poet’s prose can be and the other way round. 
Nino Sadghobelashvili’s prose abounds in poetic 

imagery, while her poetry is enriched with the traits 
typical for the prose.

The present novel certainly belongs to the writer 
equally comfortable with poetry and prose. Along with 
the plot depths, the poetic text makes it an involving 
reading. “Andy suffered from a weird thing: when she 
was distressed, her hair ached. Yes, ached. She felt 
each and every hair, felt how they grew, rose and got 
heavier, adding a kilo, then another, then another ten... 
In order to get rid of the pain, she would shave off her 
hair. And walked around like the last happy person. 
Last because happiness, Andy thought, was the quality 
alien to humans. There was no such thing, we just pick 
it along the way, Andy used to say. And if for some 
reason it sticks to us for a long time, we’re doomed... 
for non-being”.
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Born 29 July 1932 in Kutaisi. After graduating 
from the Georgian Philology Department of 
Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University in 
1956, Vakhtang Javakhadze started to work as 
an editor in the publishing house Sakhelgami. 
Since 1980 he is the Chief Editor of the 
publishing house Sakartvelo.
He began writing poetry while still at school. 
He has published the following books: 
BELOVED WINDS (1959), RAIN-WASHED 
STREET (1962), A THOUSAND SUNS (1968), 
THE SEVENTH (1974), THE HERON TRIANGLE 
(1978), COMPARISON (1980), AND SO ON 

(1983), MY REGARDS TO THE SEA (1988), 
I’LL TELL YOU (1989), 2002 LINES (2002), 
VAKHTANGURI (2012) and THE UNKNOWN 
(1988, 2002, 2007, 2013).
Vakhtang Javakhadze has received various 
awards for his literary work: Galaktion Tabidze 
Prize, 2008 GALA for the Best Book of the 
Year (The Unknown) and SABA Prize for his 
contribution to Georgian literature.
Intelekti published his 100 POEMS (2008), 
FROM POEM TO POEM (2010) and the last, 4th 
edition of THE UNKNOWN (2013).
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The present publication includes the poems 
written in 2012-2016 that appeared in periodicals 
and attracted readers’ attention. 

The Necklace, one of the poems, shattered the belief 
that poetry has lost its appeal: in July, when most 
people enjoy their holidays, the social media erupted 
with highly positive reception, making the poem one 
of the most talked items for several days.
ELEGY received the Literary Prize Litera and Literary 
prize Saba for the best poetry collection of 2016.

ELEGY
Poetry. Georgian. 148 pages
Published: 2016
Rights held: World Right

VAKHTANG JAVAKHADZE HAS MADE A 
VERY IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION TO 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONTEMPORARY 
ARTISTIC THINKING AND POETIC 
CULTURE
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Dato Gorgiladze was born in Tbilisi in 1990 and graduated with a 
degree in journalism from the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences 
at Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University.  He received a master’s 
degree in Media and New Technologies from the same university. In 
addition to his writing, Dato Gorgiladze hosts the main morning show 
on 1TV, Georgia’s public broadcaster. He is also active in the fields of 
communications and public relations. Dato Gorgiladze is an expert 
blogger on a well-known Georgian educational online newspaper, and 
in his texts, he deals mainly with current social issues in the country. 
He also writes profiles of ordinary people he finds interesting.
Dato Gorgiladze has won several literary competitions, and his short 
stories have been printed in various literary periodicals.   
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Every one of the characters in Dato Gorgiladze’s 
stories feels tangible and real: from Tato, who 
becomes embroiled in a scandal at a seemingly 

innocuous global forum, to Iza, a former teacher who 
has just been released from jail and unexpectedly 
bumps into one of his old pupils in Milan; and from 
Giorgi Uriadmkopeli, who flees compulsory military 
service and turns up in a pile of “fairy-tale shit”, to God, 
who is incarnated on the streets of Tbilisi as a man, a 
role to which He is not accustomed.
As we are often informed during the opening credits of 
a film, this book is based on real events, but thanks to 
the author’s brilliant imagination, masterful storytelling, 
and sense of humour, these real events are transformed 
into a gripping thriller that you will finish reading in less 
time than it takes to sit through a normal-length movie.    

THE 
CLUB OF 
ELDERLY 
HARLOTS
Short Stories. Georgian. 132 pages
Published: 2018
Rights held: World Rights

THIS BOOK IS BASED ON REAL EVENTS, 
BUT THANKS TO THE AUTHOR’S 
BRILLIANT IMAGINATION, MASTERFUL 
STORYTELLING, AND SENSE OF HUMOUR, 
THESE REAL EVENTS ARE TRANSFORMED 
INTO A GRIPPING THRILLER

English sample 
translation available



Born in 1950, Lasha Tabukashvili is a contemporary 
Georgian writer and playwright. 
His literary debut took place in the magazine Tsiskari 
with the story A BOY WAS KILLED in 1969. He has 
about 20 stories published. They are translated into 
various languages (one of his stories GOODBYE, MY 
LADY was published in Tokyo in a literary almanac of 
European writers in the Japanese language).
Lasha Tabukashvili is also the author of plays (A 
WOUND; IT IS SPRING BEYOND THE SHUTTERS; AN 
OLD WALTZ; THEY ARE TAMING A SPARROW-HAWK; 
ROADS GOING TOWARDS YOU, BUT HE HAS NOT 
ALLOWED IT TO ME; IN THE PLACE OF A FORMER 
CHURCH; WHAT DOES IT MATTER THAT THE WET 

LILAC IS WET?; SNOW-WHITE SNOW; AN ASTEROID) 
staged at almost all the academic theatres of the 
former Soviet Union, also in Czechoslovakia, 
Germany and translated into many languages.
In 1998-1999 the well-known New-York Eugene O’Neill 
drama center twice enrolled Lasha Tabukashvili into 
the list of the best playwrights of the 20th century, 
and after the millennium he found himself in the list of 
a hundred best playwrights of all times.
In 2006 he was awarded SHOTA RUSTAVELI PRIZE 
and in 2017 literary prize SABA.
GIVE US ANOTHER SMILE, GWYNPLAINE is Lasha 
Tabukashvili’s first novel published in 2014 by 
Intelekti Publishing.
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The novel has two protagonists: Beka Ishkhneli, 
24, and Lazare Ishkhneli, 62. The former lives 
in Tbilisi, Georgia, the latter is an American. 

However, it can be said that these two are halves of 
one entity split in two. Lazare’s father, Otar Ishkhneli 
was one of the conspirators of the 1924 anti-Soviet 
rebellion. It was in that distant year that the Ishkhneli 
family split: the idealist stayed behind, while the 
rationally practical one emigrated. This seems to be 
the reason that Beka and Lazare fail to understand 
each other, both having their own, diagonally opposing 
viewpoints.
Having arrived to Georgia, Lazare finds himself in 
the country of paradoxes. It is the place where they 
start business without a comprehensive plan, where 
nurses allow themselves to teach surgeons because 
they believe they are more nationally-minded. It is 
the country where con men spent more money on 
entertaining those they are going to trick than what 
they get from their  deception.
The novel opens with a gunshot – the artist shoots at 
his self-portrait, symbolically executing himself. The 
motive of self-destruction becomes one of the focal 
points of the narrative.
GIVE US ANOTHER SMILE, GWYNPLAINE was 
shortlisted in literary prize SABA for the best novel of 
the year 2015.

GIVE US 
ANOTHER 
SMILE, 
GWYNPLAINE
Novel. Georgian. 312 pages 
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rights

THE NOVEL OPENS WITH A GUNSHOT – THE 
ARTIST SHOOTS AT HIS SELF-PORTRAIT, 
SYMBOLICALLY EXECUTING HIMSELF. THE 
MOTIVE OF SELF-DESTRUCTION BECOMES 
ONE OF THE FOCAL POINTS OF THE 
NARRATIVE
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Born in 1965, Shorena Lebanidze is Georgian 
journalist and writer. In 1984-1989 she studied in the 
Journalism department of the Ivane Javakhishvili 
state university. 1990-1997 she was part of the 
editorial staff of the first independent Georgian 
newspaper 7 Dghe (7 days), while writing about 
the complex socio-economic situation in Georgia 
in her articles, essays, critical letters and reports 
from the conflict zones of Abkhazia and Samegrelo. 
She worked on journalistic investigations, and 
reviewed all the important events of the time. Her 
articles brought to light the mistakes made by the 
government in the war of Abkhazia and the arena 
of civilian conflict that Samegrelo had become; In 
the following years Shorena Lebanidze worked as a 
journalist of the political division for the Rezonansi 

newspaper, as a page editor for Saqartvelos Gazeti 
(The newspaper of Georgia), a journalist for news 
shows of the major television networks Rustavi 2 
and Imedi; as an editor of the late night news show 
for the television network Metskhre arxi (Channel 
9); also worked with the newspapers Kviris Palitra 
(Palette of the Week) and 24 Saati (24 Hours). In the 
years 2006 through 2011 she was the script writer for 
the Rustavi 2 documentary film division and a part 
of the creative group for the films produced by this 
division. 
Three documentary-fiction novels by Shorena 
Lebanidze – IT IS ME – PIROSMANI (2012), PASS 
INTO THE CONFLICT ZONE and MANANA ANUA 
– FIFTY-TWO DAYS OF CAPTIVIT (2016) – were 
published by Artanuji publishing.
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The story line of Shorena Lebanidze’s documentary 
novel MANANA ANUA – FIFTY-TWO DAYS OF 
CAPTIVITY takes place in the year 1993 in Komani, 

a village located close to Sokhumi (Abkhazia, Georgia). 
The main character, Manana Anua, is the daughter 
of a politically influential, high-ranking official and 
philanthropist.
Having a Georgian mother and an Abkhazian father, the 
chronicle of the 27-year old Manana Anua’s fifty-two 
days of captivity – a report from the killing fields – is 
full of horrifying impressions of the war, and intense, 
extreme events, although it is precisely within this 
savagery that the main human values take shape, 
changing the life of the novel’s main characters. 
They are drawn towards a great spiritual change and 
prepared for self-sacrificial acts, being convinced in the 
absurd nature of war and the power of love.
The style of the dynamic, unhurried narrative conveys 
in a detailed manner, the spiritual state of a female 
character locked up in a village church at the war front. 
In order to narrate the expression of the story, a rich 
vocabulary, elaborate metaphors, and an artistically 
charged and tense atmosphere are the main qualities 
that speak to the literary craftsmanship of Shorena 
Lebanidze, a journalist by profession. The novel makes 
for an engaging, hard-to-put-down read thanks to this 
craftsmanship.

Shorena Lebanidze’s unique documentary-fiction 
novel IT IS ME – PIROSMANI is a literary version of 
great Georgian painter Niko Pirosmani’s life. But 

authors imagination is based on documentary material 
which was obtained from art critics, also it is based on 
monographicarchival sources and on real information 
obtained from people who has met Pirosmani in real 
life.
The main point of the novel is to depict great painter’s 
eternal searching process, which started in his life and 
is not interrupted yet.

MANANA 
ANUA – 
FIFTY-TWO 
DAYS OF 
CAPTIVITY
Documentary prose. Georgian. 226 pages
Published: 2015
Rights held: World Rights

IT IS ME – 
PIROSMANI
Documentary Novel. Georgian. 250 pages
Published: 2012
Rights held: World Rights
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Born in 1980, Guram Megrelishvili is contemporary 
Georgian writer and screenwriter. 
He is the author of three collections of short stories, three 
novels, two plays and two screenplays.
He wrote the novel about the 2008 Russian-Georgian 
conflict, which due to its tense plot and somewhat 
subjective naturalism has no alternative among other books 
about the recent war.
Guram Megrelishvili was the leading script writer of the 
Georgian large budget film SEAZONE. His play HOW TO 
MAKE A BOY devoted to the problem of violence was 
awarded the UN spe cial prize.
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გურამ მეგრელიშვილი
inteleqti

გურამ მეგრელიშვილის ახალი წიგნი „საქართველოს 
ალტერნატიული რუკა“ გზაში წასაკითხი წიგნია. ძნელია 
იპოვო ამდენი მოძრაობა, პერსონაჟი და თავგადასავალი 
ერთად.

ასეთი რამ აქამდე ნამდვილად არ წაგიკითხავთ: თქვენ 
წინაშე რეალური ადამიანები, ადგილები და მოვლენებია, 
მაგრამ მწერალი მაინც განსხვავებულ რეალობას 
გთავაზობთ: აქ ცხინვალიდან ნიქოზში ტრამვაი დადის და 
ხაშურში დისნეილენდის ფილიალი იხსნება...

როგორი შეიძლება იყოს საქართველო? გადაშალეთ და 
გაუყევით გზას.

გურამ მეგრელიშვილის ახალი წიგნი სწორედ ისეთია, 
როგორი წიგნების წაკითხვაც ყველაზე მეტად მიყვარს – 
დაიწყებ და სანამ ბოლოში არ გახვალ, არ გაჩერდები და 
ავტორის ოსტატობის დამსახურება ისიც არის, რომ 
სამყარო, რომელსაც ის ქმნის, გაცილებით რეალურია, 
ვიდრე ის რეალური სამყარო, სადაც ჩვენ ვცხოვრობთ. 
ნამდვილი ლიტერატურაც ესაა...

                                   დათო ტურაშვილი

An unsuccessful writer agrees to participate in an 
experiment which aims at enabling a mediocre 
writer to produce a piece of fiction of the highest 

quality.
The research is financed by The Twins and Brothers, 
a well-known charity which had funded several 
questionable undertakings, such as Cornelius Rhoads’ 
medical and the controversial ‘Fear as Motivation’ 
experiments carried out in Japan. The legend has it 
that the founders of The Twins and Brothers were the 
Gould brothers, the sons of Ana Gould, the last woman 
burnt at the stake. Apparently, they had sworn on their 
mother’s ashes to revenge over the religious ignorance.
They believe that rather than separating people into 
racial, language or religious groups, the society 
should be divided into mental classes. Being the most 
progressive and advanced mentally, this dominant 
group will lead mankind. If the experiment proves 
worthwhile, the new model of the world order will be 
financed by The Twins and Brothers. 
What happens when the basic human rights are 
violated in the name of good? What happens to the 
system which gets out of control? The readers can find 
out about these issues in the novel MODEL 18/12. The 
reading is even more interesting because the novel is 
written in ‘how to write a novel’ style.

An Alternative Map of Georgia, by Guram 
Megrelishvili, is a modern book that serves as an 
ideal guide to the traditions, cuisine, geography, 

people, and legends of Georgia.
This is a book of creative prose, written in a pseudo-
documentary style, that tells us all about Georgia, from 
prehistory to the modern day.  The traveller-narrator 
covers the length and breadth of the country, becoming 
entangled in adventures of different kinds wherever he 
goes.
The legend of Medea and the Argonauts, with which 
the book begins, segues naturally into the arrival of the 
Crusaders in Georgia. From there, the story continues 
with a visit by a group of Hollywood filmmakers to the 
mountainous regions of the country to shoot a movie 
about Islamic State terrorists planning to steal the sacred 
relics of one of the apostles, believed to be buried there.
The author skilfully recounts events from historical 
and present-day Georgia in the context of his travels 
and alongside descriptions of the places he visits. 
The book is accompanied by photographic, video, and 
audio material that the reader can view by scanning QR 
codes. The book is thus an interactive, dynamic read 
that reveals the peculiarities of a small, exotic country 
located on the crossroads between Europe and Asia, and 
for this reason, it will no doubt be doubly fascinating to 
readers brought up in completely different cultures. 

MODEL 18/12
Novel. Georgian. 210 pages
Published: 2015
Rights held: World Rights

AN ALTERNATIVE 
MAP OF GEORGIA
Short Stories. Georgian. 372 pages
Published: 2018
Rights held: World Rights

MODEL 18/12 
(Novel)
Fan Noli, Albania, 
2015

BROTHERS
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian Prose 
Anthology, LTI Korea, 
Korea 2018

Rights sold to
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Born in 1974, she graduated from the History Department of Ivane 
Javakhishvili Tbilisi University, in 2008 she completed her MA in 
Media Management and Journalism in GIPA. She has worked for 
numerous periodicals since 1996.
Her first story The Morning Before Christmas was published in 
Literaturuli Gazeti in 2013. In 2014 the publishing house Intelekti 
collected her stories that appeared in periodicals in a separate edition 
TEA-TIME STORIES. The book includes ADA AND EVE, the story 
which received the third prize of the literary competition TSERO. 
It also became the bestseller  of the bookshop Santa Esperanza. 
Soon the story was included in the annual selection of THE BEST 15 
STORIES published by Bakur Sulakauri Publisher.
TEA-TIME STORIES was nominated for the 2014 SABA prize for the 
Best Debut.
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The prose collection consists of ten stories covering 
different topics and featuring different characters. 
The common trait observed among the characters 

is their ability of synesthetic perception of the world 
and their unquenched passion for playing games. The 
stories introduce Jean, a suicidal tourist tormented by 
constant pain and seeking a legal opportunity to end 
his life in a foreign country; Hoya, a student of a girl’s 
classical school, whose parents abandoned her because 
of her gender; also, the residents of a typical Tbilisi 
courtyard, where everyone prays to a different god but 
uses the same toilet. The laconic narrative with a distinct 
cinematographic style enables the reader to partake 
in space and time travel as well as to experience an 
unforgettable adventure.
Together with her previous collection, THE TEA TIME 
STORIES, Rusudan Rukhadze’s stories have been 
published in various anthologies and are translated into 
the English, German, Turkish and Azerbaijan languages.   
ONE OF YOU BETRAYS ME was awarded literary prize 
SABA 2017 for the best short stories collection of the year.

ONE OF YOU 
BETRAYS 
ME
Short Stories. Georgian. 200 pages
Published: 2016
Rights held: World Rights

ORDINARY STORIES TOLD IN LACONIC 
STYLE, FANTASY MIXED WITH REALITY 
– RUSUDAN RUKHADZE’S STORIES 
READ IN A BREATH

ADA AND EVA
(Short story)
Modern Georgian 
Prose Anthology, ADK 
Publishing, Azerbaijan, 
2015;

MY DAD AFTER MY MOM
(Short story)
THE BOOK OF TBILISI, 
Georgian Short Story 
Anthology, Comma Press, 
UK, 2017

BITTERE 
BONBONS
Georgian Woman 
Anthology, Edition 
Fünf, Germany, 
2018

PLAYING IN FORZA’S 
TRAP 
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian Prose 
Anthology, LTI Korea, 
Korea 2018

Rights sold to
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was born 1960 in Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia. In 1982 
he graduated from Tbilisi State University. 1990-1994 
he taught theory of photography at the Tbilisi State 
University. Since 1988 he has been working for Georgian 
newspapers and magazines as a photographer. In 
2000 he co-founded the Caucasian Center for Cultural 
Development and in 2007 the Tbilisi Photographer House. 
In 2007 he was chief editor of FOTO Amarta magazine.
Solo Shows (selection): 1989 “dom molodioji” 
Moscow,Russia, Artist ’s Central House, Moscow, 
Russia; 1990 Goethe Institute, Freiburg, Germany; 1997 
Joyce Goldstein Gallery, New York, USA. 1997, Freiburg, 
Germany “Gan marte bani”, Filmfestival Cottbus, 
Germany, Ifa Gallery,Berlin,Germany, Apex gallery”, New 
York, USA, “Mesiac Fotografii”; Bratislava,Slovakia, 
“Filme aus Georgien” Vienna, Austria; 2002 “New art” 
Gallery, Tbilisi, Georgia;Out of Focus’, Tabla, Kunstverein 

Perron, Vienna; 2003 ‘Transmission’, Gallery Priestor for 
Contemporary Arts, Bratislava; ‘Appendix II’, international 
art project, State Museum of Tbilisi History ‘Karvasla’; 
‘7+7 More Transparent’, Lenin Museum, Baku Azerbaijan; 
2005 Beyond Stereotypes’, Art Caucasus 2005; 2006 
‘Transfusion’, Kunsthalle Palazzo, Basel “Atmosphere 41 
degree”, National Center for Contemporary Arts, Moscow, 
Festival Est-Ouest, France; 2007 ‘Masks’ personal , 
Ukrainian House, Ukraine; I Thessalonica Biennale.
Group Shows (selection): 2001 Karvasla,Tbilisi; UK, 
Bristol,London; 2003 Basel, Switzerland, “Die Kraft 
der Stille”; 2006 Vienna, Austria “Mond photographia”; 
2008 Nantes, muse des beaux-art de Nantes. “voyage 
a Tbilisi”; Tbilisi Gallery “arsi” person; Presentation; 
Tbilisi, “artisterium”, karvasla; 2009 Amsterdam, cobra 
museum, “born in Georgia”.
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The camera lens sees everything: peoples, individuals, 
events, time. With the help of photographs, we can 
clearly see how time changes, how places change, 

and especially how countries change. In these three books, 
Guram Tsibakhashvili shows us the differences that have 
occurred between the decades: how the decrepit Soviet 
Empire of the 1980s inexorably gives way to the 1990s, which 
were characterised by war, conflict, and the rule of darkness. 
The 1990s were also a period of transformation for Georgia, 
however, and it is therefore particularly important to preserve 
documentary evidence of the changes that took place at that 
time. Once we come to the 2000s, we begin to see light and 
colour.
What these books have in common are people – the people 
who created the history of Georgia. Every photo tells a vivid, 
arresting story that triggers a powerful emotion, be it nostalgia, 
tragedy, or comedy.

ON THE EDGE 
You see the time machine. Please fasten your seatbelts as the 
roads are quite bumpy. So, it all started with manifestations 
followed by some other events. These are the 90s - Van Dam, 
Chuck Norris, loiterers around burning tyres, neighbourhood 
machos, policemen with whistles and thieves wearing ties, 
daredevil robbers and butterflies in tummies, alternative poetry 
and purely alternative rock...
And it was time for politics. Or rather, the time for much politics. 
My Dad would put me on his shoulders and we would attend 
manifestations. There were shouts, chants, bravado speeches, 
hurrahs, popular songs urging to be patient and most of all, 
monotonous nonstop, exultant chanting of Zviad! Zvi-ad! Zvi-
ad! Zvi-ad!
In reality when we recall the 90s, we should also bear in mind 
that they denoted the state, not the time. The 90s was a symbol 
of an unstable, transient state.
For this reason, as I see it, the state of the 90s started in the 
80s, crossed chronologically and ontologically into the 90s and 
ended in 2000.
However, as claimed by trustworthy sources, the 90s have 
never finished for those people who had to go through them.
This photo thriller ON THE EDGE by Guram Tsibakhashvili is a 
genuine time machine, the ruthless guide of through the brutal 
90s.
One of the pre-90s writers said: ‘’Nobody knows more than 
what can be found on the shelves of the Public Library’’. Do not 
trust the writers! Guram Tsibakhasvhili’s camera knows more, 
than can be seen in any Public Library. At least, it surely knows 
all about the 90s.

from Paata Shamugia’s foreword

GEORGIA

THE 1980S, 
THE 1990S 
AND THE 2000S



Born in 1967, Gela Chkvanava is a contemporary Georgian writer. 
He finished school in Sukhumi and graduated from the Philology 
Department of Sukhumi State University. In 1986-88 he served in the army. 
After the Abkhazia War he has lived in Tbilisi with a refugee status.
He tried many professions but has been regularly publishing his works 
since 2002. In 2007-2009 he was published in Russia in magazines Neva, 
Druzhba narodov and Krechatik.
In 2002 he won the competition organized by the Diogene Publishers. 
The same year he won the third prize in the competition by the literary 
association KVALI.
Gela Chkvanava is the author of collections of short stories and a novel: 
LOCAL COLORING (short stories, 2004); TOREADORS (Georgian and 
Russian bilingual edition, 2006); ON FACEBOOK (short stories, 2014); 
THE DESERT OF DEAD SAND (novel, 2014).
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For a number of important reasons, a renowned 
writer called Manuchari is obliged to travel to 
a certain seaside town. At the station, among 

the crowd of proprietors hoping to rent their spare 
rooms to holiday-makers newly arrived in town, he 
bumps into Diana, the young mother of his first love, 
a girl who had studied at the same institute as him. 
Manuchari decides to rent a room from Diana and 
enjoy a few days of intimacy with her.
In the town park on the very same day, completely 
by chance, Manuchari happens across Marine, the 
headmistress of his children’s school, and discovers 
that Marine has long had a soft spot for him, right 
from the time before his divorce.
After that, Manuchari becomes romantically involved 
with several other women.
It is only at the end of the book that the reader begins 
to suspect she may have been reading a parody of 
romantic fiction. Before then, the narration seems so 
sincere that it is impossible to be sure. At the same 
time, one begins to suspect that the whole story may 
be a figment of Manuchari’s imagination, or that he 
has involved himself in this complicated network of 
love triangles simply in order to write about it later.

THE CAT WHO
ATE THE 
ABID MOUSE
Novel. Georgian. 312 pages 
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rights

ONE THING THAT NEVER FAILS THIS 
WRITER IS HIS IMAGINATION. GELA 
CHKVANAVA CAN AT ANY TIME BREAK OFF 
OR TAKE UP HIS NARRATIVE. HE HAS A 
GIFT FOR INVENTION AND FOR PLOTTING… 

ABOUT FACEBOOK 
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian Prose 
Anthology, ADK Publishing, 
Azerbaijan, 2015

DAREJAN 
KVARATSKHELIA’S 
REVENGE
Georgian Short Story 
Anthology, Kalem Agency, 
Turkey 2017

ABOUT FACEBOOK 
(Short story)
THE BOOK OF TBILISI, 
Georgian Short Story 
Anthology, Comma Press, 
UK, 2017

Rights sold to
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Shota Iatashvili was born in 1966. He is poet, fiction writer, translator and 
art critic. He has published a significant number of poetry collections, four 
works of prose and a book of literary criticism. In 2007 and 2011 he won the 
SABA Prize, Georgia’s most prestigious award and in 2009 International 
Poetry Award KIEVSKIE LAVRI (Ukraina). 
His works have been translated into English, German, French, Dutch, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Chinese, Russian, Polish, Swedish, Ukrainian, 
Belarusian, Estonian, Latvian, Turkish, Albanian, Armenian, Azerbaijanian 
etc. languages. Iatashvili’s poems have been published in several countries. 
Shota Iatashvili has taken part in numerous international literary festivals 
such as EST-OUEST (Die, France, 2006), Poetry International (Rotterdam, 
Netherlands, 2007), SOTZIA (Tallinn, Estonia, 2008), BIPVAL (Val-de-Marne, 
France, 2011), ‘Time of Poets’ (Lublin, Poland, 2012), ‘Kievskie Lavry’ (Kiev, 
Ukraine, 2009, 2016), Xichang-Qionghai Silk Road International Poetry week 
(Xichang, China, 2016) etc.
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Normally, poets achieve what is called their 
personal poetic voice, their individual style by 
a long period of work, by trying out a variety of 

paths and devices. But in the case of Shota Iatashvili, 
everything happened very differently: from the very 
start of his creative path, at the beginning of the 1990s, 
he sensed and decided on the image, the model of 
his poetry for which he should strive in the years that 
followed. As time passed he would return to this model 
and in the intervals he searches for paths that will lead 
to it, various different, sometimes mutually exclusive 
paths, for every time he has to meet demands from 
different sides. Shota Iatashvili manages to write about 
everything: about money, an electrical plug, a cigarette-
lighter, a blood-pressure machine, clothes, tinned sea 
cabbage, a bus seen from his balcony… It doesn’t 
matter what he gets into his head, what he finds to say, 
what he passes off on us, what he notices. Or, in fact, 
what he can’t make out: he doesn’t conceal things, 
when the poem happens to be about what he couldn’t 
explain or recognise and what gets into the tissue, what 
he is involved in. This is what is most characteristic 
of his texts: admitting that poetry is like an arena for 
confession and profession. But poets, as a rule, call 
things by their proper name, often their tone is quite 
categorical and decisive. In Shota Iatashvili’s work, 
however, this ‘rule’ seems to be breached. He will often 
simply tell you something, then take back what he has 
said, retrieve the question and leave you wondering. 

THE BITTERNESS 
OF POETIC 
EXPERIENCES
Poetry. Georgian. 102 pages
Published: 2016
Rights held: World Rights

ANTHOLOGY OF 
GEORGIAN POETRY 
Publishing House 
Prdruchnyky I Posibnyky, 
Ukraine, 2017

SIX GEORGIAN POETS 
Arc publication, UK, 2016

ANTHOLOGY OF 
GEORGIAN POETRY 
Aus der Ferne - Corvinus 
Presse, Germany, 2015 

ANTHOLOGY OF 
GEORGIAN POETRY 
THROUGH THE AGES
Ich aber will dem 
Kaukasos zu… 
Pop Verlag, Germany, 
2015

ANTHOLOGY OF GEORGIAN 
POETRY 
Ogi, Russia, 2014

CONTEMPORARY POETRY 
FROM GEORGIA 
(Hedendaagse poezie uit 
Georgia) 
Poezie Centrum, Gent, 
Geruisloos geraas, 
Netherlands, 2010

Rights sold to
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Born in 1977 in the city of Sokhumi, Tea Topuria is a contemporary 
Georgian writer and poet. She graduated from Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi 
State University with a degree in journalism. She has worked and still 
works for a variety of media outlets and non-governmental organizations. 
Her works are printed in literary periodicals, with her short stories and 
poems being included in prose or poetry collections of Georgian authors. 
She has been nominated and is a laureate of various prestigious literary 
competitions and she has also been presented a few times for the 
international ASTRID LINDGREN MEMORIAL AWARD. Tea Topuria is 
the author of six books, which differ radically from each other in terms 
of genre: a prose-poetry collection THE MINT THRESHING FLOOR, a 
collection of short stories TWO ROOMS IN CAIRO, a poetry collection 
ECOCIDE, and three books in children’s prose: PARADE VACATIONS; 
FAIRY TALES FOR WAKING UP and ONE LONG DAY ON ANOTHER 
PLANET.
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Tea Topuria’s book TWO ROOMS IN CAIRO 
consists of twelve short stories (minor prose) 
written during the last few years. The style of 

the short stories is somewhat different with each one, 
although the real as well as the unreal world, cutting 
off each other, have been described in almost all of 
them. There are such themes presented in the short 
stories, like: an individual’s stance toward their own 
life; love as a test or challenge; betrayal; re-appraisal 
of values and death, which according to these stories 
is almost non-existent. There is also some sadness, 
irony, self-irony, humor... 
The short stories deal with general issues as well 
as with modern problems, such as, for example, 
the military conflicts in Georgia. Despite Tea writing 
about quite painful themes in her stories, the reader 
is not repressed by the book, instead this is a book 
where an individual collides directly with a real and 
unreal (although it is possible to be more real) world. 
They must be held to account before both these 
worlds and make some conclusions by foreseeing 
them.
TWO ROOMS IN CAIRO was shortlisted for the best 
short stories collection at literary prize SABA 2017.

TWO 
ROOMS IN 
CAIRO
Short Stories. Georgian. 166 pages
Published: 2016
Rights held: World Rights

THERE ARE SUCH THEMES PRESENTED IN THE 
SHORT STORIES, LIKE: AN INDIVIDUAL’S STANCE 
TOWARD THEIR OWN LIFE; LOVE AS A TEST OR 
CHALLENGE; BETRAYAL; RE-APPRAISAL OF VALUES 
AND DEATH, WHICH ACCORDING TO THESE STORIES 
IS ALMOST NON-EXISTENT. THERE IS ALSO SOME 
SADNESS, IRONY, SELF-IRONY, HUMOR... 

HOME
(short story) 
Georgian Short Story 
Anthology, Kalem Agency, 
Turkey 2017

BITTERE BONBONS
Georgian Woman Anthology, 
Edition Fünf, Germany, 
2018

MONRING IN THE MOUNTAIN
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian Prose Anthology, 
LTI Korea, Korea 2018

Rights sold to
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Born in 1969 in the village of Makvaneti (Ozurgeti region, 
Georgia). She graduated from Kyiv State Linguistic 
University’s faculty of German Language and Literature. 
Ingoroqva is a poet and translator. Her poems have been 
translated into Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian, Lithuanian, 
German and English. Her poems are frequently published 
in various literary editions. Nato Ingoroqva works as chief 
editor of the magazine Mastsavlebeli (‘teacher’) and the 
online newspaper mastsavlebeli.ge. She has published four 
poetry collections. She has translated selected poems of 
Rainer Maria Rilke into Georgian.
Published books: PORCELLANAE (2015); THE 
EQUILIBRIUM (2014) DRY THINGS AND FRESH THINGS 
(2011) And a POETESS EVE DWELLS IN ME(2003).
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Along with the poems of other modern Georgian 
poets, Nato Ingoroqva’s poetry has been 
published in numerous collections in the 

English and German languages. In her introduction 
Diana Anphimiadi says: ‘The poems are about those 
people in whose name we feed pigeons, ascribe their 
good actions to ourselves, read and write poetry. 
Nato Ingoroqva’s style is laconic, extremely precise, 
seemingly brought down to poetic formulas, while the 
poems themselves focus on the relationship between 
the subject and the object, the giver and the receiver, 
ultimately producing a lyrical mystery.’  

FEEDING 
PIGEONS
Poetry. Georgian. 60 pages
Published: 2016
Rights held: World Rights

INGOROQVA’S POEMS ARE REMARKABLY 
SINCERE. SHE SIMPLY USES MAGNIFICENT 
WORDS, SPARINGLY ADDING UNEXPECTED 
HIGHLIGHT COLOUR; AN OPENNESS, 
SOMETIMES SECRET AND SOMETIMES 
SUDDEN, IS REVEALED

A HOUSE WITH NO DOORS
(poems)
Ten Georgian Women Poets, 
Francis Boutle Publishers, 
UK, 2016

GEORGIAN POETRY 
ANTHOLOGY 
ConvinusPresse, 
Germany, 2017

ZWISCHENSTATION
ConvinusPresse, 
Germany, 2018

Rights sold to
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Born in 1965. He lived in Georgia until the 1990s, and 
from school age worked on both the main and small 
stages of the Rustaveli Theatre in productions such 
as HAMLET (Hamlet), THE MERCHANT OF VENICE 
(Shylock), THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK and so on.
Film: Ninidze’s first film role was in Tengiz Abuladze’s 
film REPENTANCE (1984, winner of three prizes at 
the 40th Cannes Film Festival). Since then he has 
appeared in films by many Georgian directors. In 
1993 he emigrated from Georgia to Europe, and today 
he lives in Vienna, Austria. For the last 20 years he 
has been in continuous employment in English and 
German language films and television serials. In 2002 
the film NOWHERE IN AFRICA (dir. Caroline Link) 
received the highest award of the American Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences – THE OSCAR. 
Merab Ninidze plays the main role in the film. In 
addition to his Oscar, Ninidze has received several 

European and Russian prizes. Films in which he has 
participated are shown in CANNES, BERLIN, and 
other European film festivals every year.
He has appeared in numerous German films by 
various directors. His most recent work to date is 
LOU ANDREAS SALOME (Rätselleben) (dir. Cordula 
Kablitz). His most recent English language work 
to date is in Steven Spielberg’s film BRIDGE OF 
SPIES. In 2016 he worked for a TV series BERLIN 
STATION. In February, 2017 he took part in Berlinale 
film festival – presented 2 new Georgian movies: 
HOSTAGES and MY HAPPY FAMILY (this last one was 
awarded with a lot of prizes of different film festivals 
around the world). In 2017 he started acting in TV 
series MCMAFIA for BBC channel (broadcast starts in 
January, 2018).
In 2015 Intelekti published his autobiographical novel 
EVERYWHERE, EVEN IN AFRICA.
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This book contains the memoirs of an emigrant who 
left Georgia twenty years ago and found a home 
and a role for himself in Europe. It tells the tale of 

a hugely popular actor whose name has appeared not 
only on film credits and theatre posters, but also on the 
walls of apartment blocks in Tbilisi, written there by his 
fans for all to see.
It describes the experiences of a man who, under a rain 
of bullets on Rustaveli Avenue, is given the strength 
to reach his home on the slopes of Mtatsminda by the 
freshly baked bread he clasps to his chest. The book 
also contains the impressions of a white-skinned man 
who, as his African friends come to learn, is not merely 
another Jack – another European invader – but a former 
subject of a colonial power, just like them.
As well as sensations from the everyday life of a man 
who dreams of playing Hamlet and Holden Caulfield, 
and who roams the streets filled with thoughts on the 
eternal questions posed by these characters.
But perhaps the most important element of all is Merab 
Ninidze’s enviable sincerity, with which he turns every 
one of the events and episodes contained in this book 
into honest, interesting, and unique reading matter.

MERAB NINIDZE 
(WITH MARIKA BAKURADZE)

WHATEVER 
YOU DO, 
DON’T 
END UP 
AN ACTOR 
(EVERYWHERE, EVEN IN AFRICA)
Autobiographical Novel, Georgian, 196 
pages
Published: 2015
Rights held: World Rights

English and Russian sample 
translation available



Born in 1977, Lela Samsniashvili is a contemporary Georgian poet.
In 1999 she graduated from Ilia Chavchavadze University of Foreign 
Languages and in 2001 took the Samultaneous Translation courses. In 
2007 she completed her Master’s Degree in Oslo University.
Her poetry collections have been nominated for and awarded with 
numerous literary prizes. Her poems are translated into the English, 
Dutch, Italian, Azerbaijan and Russian languages.
Her poetry work includes: PHOTO-PILLS (2000); THE SNAKE YEAR 
(2004); A PERMANENT TATTOO (2006); FRACTALS (2010); AN 
ABSTRACT PRAYER (2014).
She has translated: Sylvia Plath’s Poems (World Poetry Series, 1999); 
Virginia Woolf, A ROOM OF ONE’S OWN (2007); Sylvia Plath, THE BELL 
JAR (2009; 2014).
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One of the memorable voices in contemporary 
Georgian poetry belongs to Lela Samniashvili. 
Her poems are characterized with precision, 

austerity and original melodic pattern.

AN ABSTRACT PRAYER was shortlisted in literary prize 
SABA for the best poetry collection in 2015.

We will find only precise and true metaphors in 
her work, you won’t come across last-minute 
improvised images and phrases. You can never 

mistake her voice for anyone else’s. Lela Samniashvili 
can be very sharp and very refined, her poems often 
take a well-defined position, and quite often deal with 
social and political topics of our times. Sometimes 
she can almost be too cold: she doesn’t lay herself 
bare, as other poets do, her images are new, we don’t 
find clichés, and she only uses a cliché in order to 
deconstruct it. In some poems Lela seems to have 
placed a delayed-action bomb, and she quietly and 
convincingly arranges for it to explode. The structure 
and graphics of her poems are peculiar. Tiny little 
bridges of dashes might remind you of Dickinson or 
Tsvetaeva. The formal side of the poems is another 
matter: sounds, musicality, rhythm. 

‘Lela Samniashvili’s poems are an international poetic 
language, a sort of poetic Esperanto, in which we are 
able to speak the poetry of absolutely every country, 
and understand from start to finish what we’re saying.’

Diana Anphimiadi, poet   

In 2018, she was awarded the LITERA prize for her 
collection 37 (in the category best Poetry collection of 
the year).

AN ABSTRACT
PRAYER
Poetry. Georgian. 52 pages
Published: 2014
Rights held: World Rights

37 
Poetry. Georgian. 82 pages
Published: 2017
Rights held: World Rights

A HOUSE WITH NO DOORS
(poems)
Ten Georgian Women Poets, 
Francis Boutle Publishers, 
UK, 2016

Rights sold to
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Born in 1986, Zviad Kvaratskhelia is contemporary Georgian Writer. 
In 2008 graduated from the Faculty of Jurisprundence, Shota Meskhia 
Zugdidi State Institute.
In 2007-2008 he was art editor of the public magazine Premieri, in 2010-
2011 deputy editor of the magazine Kartuli Mtserloba. He works at the 
publishing houses Intelekti and Artanuji as coordinator of publication 
projects and editor in chief. He is the author and editor of several 
publication projects. Since January 2013 he is a blogger of internet 
magazine mastsavlebeli.ge
He has published short stories, miniatures and literary-documentary 
essays in Georgian periodicals, and also collected stories: MARJVE NA 
(2005), KARAGMA (2006), ULTIMUM (2008), ILIA IN SAMEGRELO (2009), 
FONTANELLE (2011). In 2013 his first novel 02:40PM was published.
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02:40PM is a detective novel by Zviad Kvaratskhelia 
having a tragic and multi-layered story as the basis 
for its plot. 

The main character of the novel – Zaza Zandukeli – is 
a writer who has an elderly grandmother and has been 
unemployed for quite some time. One day he receives 
a call from a certain film studio with the offer to write a 
script. Through this Zaza is given the means to write 
that which has troubled him for years – the story of 
Martha’s suicide, a former lover.
Martha and Zaza are childhood friends. Martha’s family 
is overcome by serious moral and existential problems. 
Her brother is arrested and her mother however goes 
abroad to work. Promising the welfare and release of 
her brother, an investigator goes to her with a specific 
plan of action and offers to strike a deal.
As a result of severe psychological pressure and being 
spied on daily, Martha willing agrees to the deal – sexual 
contact with some boys of her age. Yet she realizes very 
soon that she is spiritually and physically broken and 
ruined and hangs herself in her room.
This event – the sexual act and the suicide occurring 
afterwards – doesn’t pass without a trace for those five 
boys. They grow up, part from each over the years, and 
choose their own path in life, yet they are haunted by 
the evil deed committed during their younger years for 
the rest of their lives. 02:40PM he winner of the 2013 
SABA Award in the category The Year’s Best Novel.

02:40PM
Novel. Georgian. 222 pages
Published: 2013
Rights held: World Rights

THIS EVENT – THE SEXUAL ACT AND THE SUICIDE 
OCCURRING AFTERWARDS – DOESN’T PASS 
WITHOUT A TRACE FOR THOSE FIVE BOYS. THEY 
GROW UP, PART FROM EACH OVER THE YEARS

02:40PM 
(Novel) 
Gece Kitaplığı, Turkey, 2016; 

MAGANA 
(Short story) 
Modern Georgian Short Stories, 
Gece Kitaplığı, Turkey, 
2015; 
Modern Georgian Prose 
Anthology, ADK Publishing, 
Azerbaijan, 2015;

SHVINDA 
(short story) 
Georgian Short Story 
Anthology, Kalem Agency, 
Turkey 2017

NOBEL LECTURE OF GEGE 
MUKHBANIAN (Short story) 
Modern Georgian Prose Anthology, 
LTI Korea, Korea 2018

PERIDE 
(Short story)
THE BOOK OF TBILISI, Georgian 
Short Story Anthology, Comma 
Press, UK, 2017

Rights sold to

English complete 
translation available



Born in 1974 in Gurjaani, she spent her childhood and 
school years in a rural community of Vachnadziani 
near Gurdjaani, Georgia. After finishing the school 
she continued her studies at the Tbilisi State 
University to become a philologist in the field of 
Georgian language and literature. 1998- 2013 Bela 
worked as a journalist, writing about art, literature 
and education. Her poetry lyrics were published since 
1989 in various Georgian periodicals. At present she 
is a Ph.D student of Comparative Literature at Tbilisi 
Ivane Javakhishvili State University, while currently 
studying Comparativism and Germanistic at the 
University of Bonn. Bela Chekurishvili’s poems were 
published in the Georgian-English anthology Georgian 
Female Poets in 2016, Georgia, Tbilisi. Her poem 
We, the Apple trees was published in the German 

author anthology (Germany, Austria, Switzerland) in 
the translation section in Jahrbuch der Lyrik 2017, 
Schöffling & Co, Frankfurt am Main. In 2015, her 4 
poems were published for the first time in the German 
language by Corvinus Press, Berlin. Her poems 
were also published in the Anthology of Georgian 
Poetry in the German language ICH ABER WILL DEM 
KAUKASOS ZU, 2015, Pop Verlag, Ludwigsburg. 
Besides English and German her poems are translated 
into Italian, French and Russian languages. The main 
subject of her poetry is contemplation of a modern 
woman in a big urban environment. Her hobbies 
include theater and mountaineering.
Published Books: TALES FROM THE BANKS OF 
THE RHINE (2016); SISYPHUS’ QUESTION (2012); 
POSTCARDS (2009); EITHER – OR (1998).
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The present publication is the fifth collection 
of the author’s poetry. One of them, WIR, DIE 
APFELBÄUME (WE, THE APPLE TREES) was 

published in Germany in 2016.
All the poems in this collection were written in the last 
five years. The book is divided into four sections, each 
loosely grouped by a seemingly shared topic. However, 
such separation is rather conventional because the 
poet’s world – seen and then put into words – is diverse 
and indivisible. The poems are mini stories about 
a contemporary man who is under constant stress, 
experiences acute lack of time, is always on the move, 
observing the most precious and significant in his life 
from a distance.
The poems have one structural element in common that 
determines their dramatic composition: the main idea 
is presented in the beginning, but the ultimate effect is 
achieved through its repetition and variation. It ensures 
the intensity of the emotional charge, eventually leading 
to a logical, but often unexpected, finale.
The dominant colour of the collection is dark red, 
which symbolizes many things: the past, family, 
childhood, homeland and people, love, thoughts and 
disappointments. All of this is accompanied by the sense 
of nostalgia, also rendered in red hues, the emotion which 
is intense and overpowering. The latter is not surprising 
considering that most of the poems were written while 
the author lived far away from her homeland.

THE 
DETECTOR OF 
NAKEDNESS
Poetry. Georgian. 106 pages
Published: 2017
Rights held: World Rights

THE POEMS ARE MINI STORIES ABOUT 
A CONTEMPORARY MAN WHO IS UNDER 
CONSTANT STRESS, EXPERIENCES ACUTE 
LACK OF TIME, IS ALWAYS ON THE MOVE, 
OBSERVING THE MOST PRECIOUS AND 
SIGNIFICANT IN HIS LIFE FROM A DISTANCE

ICH ABER WILL DEM 
KAUKASOS ZU
Pop Verlag, Germany, 2015

WIR, DIE APFELBÄUME
Wunderhorn Publishing, 
Heidelberg, 2016
    

Rights sold to
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Born in 1971 is a successful contemporary Georgian 
poet. He graduated from Tbilisi State University, in 1993, 
majoring in History. Later he studied at Rothenburg 
Goethe Institute, Germany and took classes in literature 
in Perugia, Italy. He is the author of numerous poetry 
collections; some of his poems, translated into Slovenian 
language, appeared in the book DNEVI PEEZIJE IN VINA, 
MEDANA and in GORISKA BRDA in early 2000s. Gaga 
Nakhutrishvili is co-author of well-known marionette play 
MOUU, which was staged in the Basement Theatre in 
Tbilisi. In 2003, the author was awarded the SABA literary 
prize for the best poetry collection. Gaga Nakhutrshvili 
is regarded as one of the most productive poets of 
his generation who actively publishes his new works 
and continues to surprise the reader with his sincere, 
unexpected and on the same time rich poetic language 
and images. Gaga’s works are translated into French, 
Slovenian, German and English languages. Till present 

Gaga Nakhutsrishvili works as a lecturer at the Ilia State 
University, Tbilisi. Nakhutsrishvili’s poems have been 
translated into French, Slovenian, German and English 
and published in several anthologies among them: 
Anthology of Georgian poets - Arc publication 2016, UK; 
Anthology of Georgian Poetry through the ages: ICH 
ABER WILL DEM KAUKASOS ZU… - Pop Verlag 2015, 
Germany. 
Published books: TREATY OF STUPIDITY (2015); 
TWO THOUSAND 13 (2014); STROPHE (2012); MUEE 
(co-author with Zurab Kikodze) (2012); BEYOND THE 
HORIZON (2012) THE GIRL AND EUROPE (2009); Unusual 
Times (2007); UNEXPECTEDLY (2006); DEPARTURE AND 
EXPECTATIONS (2002); SIMPLICITY(2000); SENSELESS 
TRAVELER (1996)
AWARDS: Literary Award SABA 2003 in category the best 
poetry collection for Departure and Expectations.
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A middle-aged writer arrives in a seaside town to work 
in solitude on his novel about his ancestors – the 
victims of the Soviet purges.
Being on his own and watching the winter sea, brings 
his memories back: he remembers his childhood and 
adolescence, his first love, in fact, his entire life. The 
reader follows the history of three generations: those 
who suffered when the country was taken by the Red 
Army, those who somehow survived the ensuing years 
of oppression and the generation born in independent 
Georgia.
The 1924 rebellion was brutally suppressed by the 
authorities and the writer’s family was one of those 
that experienced all the hardship of the time. It is by 
accident that the writer discovers his grandmother’s 
diary narrating about the tragic events. Little by little 
the memories come back: Granny telling about her sad 
story, about the fate of the rebels, about treachery and 
crumbling human relationships, the inability to help 
when it was vital to stand by each other.
The second plot line develops against the backdrop 
of the Russia-Georgia war in Abkhazia. The fate of the 
generation, of the cannon fodder in the unfair war, is 
shown through the adventure of the writer’s friend 
who volunteered to fight defending the integrity of his 
country.
The novel includes diary entries of a young woman 
the writer met at the conference on physics held in the 
seaside town. They soon become friends and it seems 
that she is destined to help him forget about his past 
and return to reality.

THE WINTER 
SEA
Novel. Georgian. 230 pages 
Will be published: December, 2017
Rights held: World Rights

THE MAIN CHARACTER OF THE BOOK 
IS A WELL-KNOWN PSYCHOTHERAPIST, 
WHOSE WIFE, AS THE NOVEL OPENS, IS 
LEAVING HIM FOR A B FANTASY, DOUBT 
AND DESPERATE AT 

SADNESS. SEA.
WITH TUTU KILADZE, Ciconia Ciconia, 
Germany, 2018.

Rights sold to



Bakur Gabunia was born in 1992. After finishing school, he 
studied American Literature at Tbilisi State University and 
then earned a master’s degree in Comparative Literature 
from Ilia State University. He is currently undertaking 
comparative research into contemporary Georgian and 
foreign literature while also working in the marketing 
department of book distribution company Iriatoni. In 2017, 
publishing house Intelekti published his debut novel Before 
Vita Brevis, which was nominated for the prestigious Litera 
prize.
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Before Vita Brevis is the debut novel of Bakur Gabunia. 
It is a post-modern, dystopian work set in the future. 
Humanity has reached a stage of development where 
there is no longer any need for borders between 
countries. Meanwhile, the world is governed by a group 
of shadowy individuals known as the Regulators, whose 
identities remain unknown to everyone. 
The population lives in cosmic harmony. All diseases 
have been conquered. Most everyday tasks are carried 
out by machines (the Technologists). People who used 
to work in various occupations in the past are now 
unemployed, but the Regulators provide for their well-
being. During these harmonious times, a book called 
Vita Brevis, written by an anonymous author, appears 
in the shops. The book describes a game of the same 
name, in which five players take part but only the winner 
stays alive, with the loser of each round (with certain 
exceptions) meeting his or her death.
Before Vita Brevis has four main characters: traveller 
Aaron Bolsk, radio presenter Ane, artist Rodge Roleto, 
and literature specialist Francois Elizade. The book is 
introduced on Ane’s radio show, while the foreword has 
been written by Francois Elizade and the cover designed 
by Rodge Roleto. 
It gradually becomes clear that neither Rodge Roleto nor 
Francois Elizade have actually read the book, and that 
the publisher has illegally misappropriated the cover 
design and foreword. After hearing about the book, 
Rodge and Francois start investigating the identity of 
its anonymous author, their desire to know coming from 
the fact that the game Vita Brevis was in fact created by 
Rodge Roleto, Francois Elizade, Ane, Aaron Bolsk, and 
Dorothy Grace. 

VITA BREVIS 
Novel. Georgian. 258 pages 
Will be published: December, 2017
Rights held: World Rights

English sample 
translation available
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WORLD 
BESTSELLERS 
IN OUR LIST
MARIO 
VARGAS 
LLOSA
KHALED 
HOSSEINI
SVETLANA 
ALEXIEVICH
NINO
KHARATISHVILI
JORGE 
LUIS 
BORGES
GABRIEL 
GARCÍA 
MÁRQUEZ
HERTA 
MÜLLER



MARIO 
VARGAS 

LLOSA

The cruel and contradictory lives of the 
protagonists, the true face of a dictator and his 
dictatorial regime, the strange love story of a bad 
girl—no sooner were Mario Vargas Llosa’s novels 
The Bad Girl and The Feast of the Goat published 
in Georgia than the whole country went wild for the 
great Peruvian author. Still today, both books hold 
leading positions among the biggest selling titles 
of recent times.
Vargas Llosa’s first novel, The City and the Dogs, 
was published in May 2017 (as part of the series The 
Banned Books Shelf), and this will soon be followed 
by Llosa’s latest novel The Neighborhood. In 2019, 
Intelekti will publish another of Llosa’s major works, 
Conversation in the Cathedral.



KHALED 
HOSSEINI
Afghan-American writer Khaled Hosseini’s novel The 
Kite Runner was published in Georgian in 2014 and 
became the number one bestseller from the day of its 
publication. It has kept its place among the biggest-
selling books continuously for the last four years. 
Georgia is situated on the crossroads between west 
and east, and as a result, radically different cultures 
have at various times exerted a great influence on 
the process of establishing a Georgian world view. 
Consequently, for Georgian readers, the problems 
discussed in Khaled Hosseini’s works are not only 
interesting but also highly relevant. The huge interest 
among Georgian readers in The Kite Runner and its 
resulting popularity immediately put the issue of 
translating Hosseini’s other works on the agenda, and 
in 2016, two more novels by the Afghan author—A 
Thousand Splendid Suns and And the Mountains 
Echoed—were published in quick succession. These 
were followed in 2018 by Hosseini’s latest work, Sea 
Prayer.
It is important to note that Hosseini’s A Thousand 
Splendid Suns not only became a bestseller due 
to its literary merits, but also played an important 
role specifically in the Georgian context in terms 
of introducing and raising awareness of women’s 
rights. The story of the two women, Mariam and Leila, 
depicted in the novel encourages us to take more 
effective steps to entrench these concepts in society. 
The book also serves as a warning for Georgians, 
since indifferent attitudes could all too easily lead to 
the oppression of a great number of women under our 
very noses.  



SVETLANA 
ALEXIEVICH

Svetlana Alexievich’s Chernobyl Prayer became a 
bestseller in Georgia just days after it was published 
(in 2015), and several months after the book came 
out, Alexievich won the Nobel Prize in Literature. 
For Georgian readers, twenty percent of whose 
homeland is occupied by the Russian Federation, 
the context of Alexievich’s documentary prose is 
doubly interesting; it is hard to think of any other 
writer of documentary prose whose characters 
have provoked such a deeply empathetic response 
in Georgia. The success of Chernobyl Prayer gave 
rise to a pressing need to translate other works by 
the new Nobel laureate, and the next three years 
saw the appearance of three more of her books, 
Second-Hand Time, War’s Unwomanly Face, and 
Zinky Boys, in that order.
In 2017, at the invitation of publishing house 
Intelekti, Svetlana Alexievich visited Georgia and 
met her Georgian readers, who were given the 
opportunity to ask the Nobel prizewinning author 
questions and listen to her talk about her writing 
process, the various obstacles she has had to 
overcome, and important details about publication. 
She also repeatedly noted the effects of the politics 
of occupation espoused by the Russian Federation 
on Georgia and other post-Soviet countries.



NINO
KHARATISHVILI

With the publication of the novel Juja in 2014, 
publishing house Intelekti embarked on a project 
of the greatest importance, the aim of which was 
to familiarise Georgian readers with the works of 
Nino Kharatishvili, a German-language author of 
Georgian descent. The first edition of the novel 
quickly sold out and was followed a year later by a 
collection of Kharatishvili’s plays, titled My Terrible 
Year of Happiness, which let readers know that in 
Nino Kharatishvili they were dealing not only with a 
postmodern novelist but also a brilliant playwright. 
Her novel My Sweet Twin followed in 2016, and 
autumn 2018 will see the publication of her widely-
acclaimed novel The Eighth Life for Brilka, which 
was a smash hit in Germany.



JORGE 
LUIS 

BORGES

Works by the major representatives of South 
American literature were largely unknown to 
Georgian readers until the recent publication of 
several Georgian-language editions by publishing 
house Intelekti. Jorge Luis Borges was one of the 
first Latin American writers to be published by 
Intelekti, resulting in his works becoming available 
to society in a number that was unprecedented in 
the Georgian literary sphere at the time. Between 
2014 and 2016, Intelekti published four of Borges’ 
books, namely A Universal History of Infamy, 
Doctor Brodie’s Report, The Book of Imaginary 
Beings, and Seven Nights, and these books had 
a rapid impact on Georgian cultural and literary 
practices. Taking Seven Nights as an example, this 
book, which gathers together seven lectures read 
by Borges at the Teatro Coliseo in Buenos Aires in 
1977, has become a template for Georgian writers 
and publishers, leading to the appearance of many 
books of a similar type by Georgian authors.



GABRIEL 
GARCÍA 
MÁRQUEZ
Translating the works of Gabriel García Márquez 
into Georgian has a long history, and by the time 
the Colombian writer received the Nobel Prize in 
Literature, Georgian readers had long since been 
able to journey to Macondo in their own language. 
Nevertheless, publishing house Intelekti decided 
that in order to complete the picture of both the 
achievements of the Colombian maestro and life in 
Latin America as a whole, it was essential to make 
available Márquez’s non-fiction and journalistic 
works in addition to his novels and short stories.
From 2014 to today, Intelekti has published García 
Márquez’s prose collections Strange Pilgrims, The 
Story of a Shipwrecked Sailor, Clandestine in Chile: 
The Adventures of Miguel Littín, and No One Writes 
to the Colonel, the novels Leaf Storm, Love in the 
Time of Cholera, News of a Kidnapping, The General 
in his Labyrinth, and Living to Tell the Tale, the 
non-fiction masterpiece Travels in Eastern Europe, 
and the graphic novel about García Márquez’s life, 
Gabo: A Magical Life.



HERTA 
MÜLLER

The first of Herta Müller’s works to appear in 
Georgian was her autobiography, The King Bows 
and Kills, which was published by Intelekti in 2013 as 
part of the popular series Nobel Prize Laureates. The 
book describes the tragic existences of individuals, 
and the society containing those individuals, 
under totalitarianism and a regime of dictatorial 
governance, a narrative that is all too familiar to 
Georgian readers. It is therefore no surprise that 
for Georgians, Herta Müller quickly became an 
inseparable part of their everyday literary context. 
In 2015, the publishing houses Intelekti and Artanuji 
became aware that there was a great deal of interest 
in Müller’s works among readers, and in response 
published Georgian editions of My Fatherland was 
an Apple Seed and The Fox was Ever the Hunter.


